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Introduction
The subject of this thesis concerns deformation quantization for operator algebras,
with considerations of some aspects of K-theory and certain concepts from non-
commutative geometry.
Quantization is a concept that has strong motivation in physics, where it can be
loosely described as being a process of passing from a classical mechanical system
to a quantum mechanical system. This implies passing from a commutative algebra
- the so called algebra of classical observables - to a non-commutative algebra of
quantum observables. Deformation of a mathematical object can be thought of
as providing a collection of similar objects depending on a parameter, such that
the original object is obtained for an initial value of the parameter. Deformation
quantization can then be understood as a process of quantization which produces a
collection of new objects, each being a deformation of the original object, dependent
on a parameter, typically a formal parameter  (alluding to Plank’s constant). In a
traditional implementation of this concept, one typically begins with a commutative
algebra and produces a new algebra of formal power series expansions with respect
to the formal parameter .
We shall here deal with deformation quantization in the context of operator
algebras and what falls under the description of strict deformation quantization.
This process takes a given algebra (not necessarily commutative) and yields a new
algebra, referred to as a deformation of the original algebra. More generally one
obtains a collection of new algebras, varying over a parameter space. This type of
deformation quantization is referred to as strict, as the resulting objects are bonaﬁde
of the same type as the original object (e.g. C*-algebras), and do not merely consist
of formally described elements such as power series in a formal parameter.
There is an important additional ingredient which greatly facilitates the strict
deformation quantization of an operator algebra, and that is a group action. There
is a rich body of theory for deformation quantization of operator algebras equipped
with an action of a group by automorphisms, and this is the underlying deformation
quantization principle we apply and further explore in the present thesis.
As a very rudimentary example to illustrate which implications the presence
of some sort of group structure could have; assume we have a G-graded algebra
A   g GAg where G is some discrete group, and we are given a 2-cocycle ω :
G  G  C. One can deﬁne a new, so-called twisted multiplication ω on A by
the formula ag ω ah   ωg, hagah. This new algebra structure could ideally lead
to a C*-algebra Aω, referred to as a deformation of A. Indeed some well-known
examples of C*-algebras such as the irrational rotation algebras and twisted group
C*-algebras do arise in this fashion.
In [52] M.A. Rieﬀel developed a framework for deformation quantization for ac-
tions of Rd. In this setup, one considers a C*-algebra A equipped with a strongly con-
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tinuous action α : Rd   AutA of *-automorphisms, and a real skew-symmetric
matrix J MdR. For a, b  A
 , elements which are smooth for the action α, Rieﬀel
establishes a new, so-called deformed product aJb 
 
Rd
 
Rd
αJuaαvbe
2πiu,v du dv.
Subsequently the necessary algebra structure and properties are laid forth, such as
involution, C*-norm, representation theory etc., resulting in a C*-algebra AJ called
the (Rieﬀel-) deformation of A.
A diﬀerent approach based on twisting by group cocycles is explored by Kasprzak
in [31], which extends Rieﬀel’s framework. There the foundation is the theory of
C*-algebraic crossed products by abelian groups and Landstad duality. Given a C*-
algebra A with a strongly continuous action α : G   AutA of a locally compact
abelian group G, one has the standard G-product A α G, λ, α where A α G
denotes the full (or equivalently reduced, as the group is abelian hence amenable)
C*-crossed product, λ is the left regular representation and α : G   AutAαG is
the dual action. Landstad duality theorem then states that A can be recovered as the
Landstad algebra of said G-product, which is to say brieﬂy that A is the generalized
ﬁxed-point subalgebra A  Aα G
 α. The idea is then to produce a twisted ﬁxed-
point algebra as follows. Suppose we are given a 2-cocycle ψ : G  G   T. This
gives a continuous bounded function ψχ  Cb G for each χ  G by ψχσ  ψχ, σ
for σ  G. Deﬁne unitaries Uχ  λψχ and deﬁne a new twisted dual action
αψ : G   AutA α G by αψχb  Uχ αχbUχ. This gives rise to a new G-
product A α G, λ, αψ, the so called twisted G-product. One then deﬁnes the
deformed algebra Aψ to be the Landstad algebra of the twisted G-product, or brieﬂy
Aψ  AαG
 αψ . The setup of Rieﬀel ﬁts into this picture as the special caseG  Rn
and 2-cocycle ψu, v  e2πi u,Jv.
Proceeding along the lines of group cocycle-based twisting in order to achieve
deformation, one is naturally led to consider coactions instead of actions, to obtain
a more general deformation quantization procedure. Coactions seem to be better
geared towards general groups and not just abelian groups. Both of the previously
mentioned approaches revolve around an action by an abelian group, and such an
action is equivalent to a coaction by the group C*-algebra of the dual group, which
would indicate that those approaches could be re-cast into a more general framework
for deformation using coactions. It is also interesting to note that the notion of
coaction was devised (among other things) to overcome the lack of a dual action for
an action by a non-abelian group, as such a group would lack a (Pontryagin) dual
group to begin with.
Having noted that Landstad duality plays a role in the approach of Kasprzak,
it would be interesting to search for a counterpart in the theory of coactions and
try to mimick the same approach. Indeed such a duality result holds by work of
Quigg and Vaes (see e.g. [57]), and this allows us to carry over the construction
as follows. Let δ : A   MA 	 Cr G be a coaction of a locally compact group
G on the separable C*-algebra A. Then the crossed product A δ G 
 MA 	K
is equipped with the dual action δ : G   AutA δ G, δg  Ad1 	 ρg where
ρ denotes the usual right translation action. Suppose we are given a continuous
2-cocycle ω : G  G   T. Deﬁne the twisted dual action δωg  Ad1 	 ρωg  where
ρω denotes the twisted right translation action. By the Landstad duality result of
Quigg and Vaes, it follows that δω is the dual action on a crossed product Aω δω G
for some C*-subalgebra Aω 
 MA δ G and some coaction δω of G. We take
this subalgebra Aω to be the deformation of A. There is however an issue here,
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namely the assumption of continuity of the 2-cocycle ω is much too restrictive, and
it would be preferable to work with Borel 2-cocycles. In the case of the group Rn,
any Borel cocycle is cohomologous to a continuous cocycle, even to a skew-symmetric
bi-character. The choice of considering Borel cocycles for general groups, however,
presents another problem: given a Borel 2-cocycle ω it is not immediate that  δω is a
well deﬁned action, as ω , g does not immediately give an element of the multiplier
algebra M C0 G  Cb G, so the Landstad duality result of Quigg and Vaes is not
directly applicable in this situation. However, we remedy this by observing that the
Landstad algebra, which we want to take as the deﬁnition of the deformed algebra,
in the case of a continuous 2-cocycle is in fact recovered by applying slice maps to the
image of a twisted Takesaki-Takai duality isomorphism, and the latter mapping is
well deﬁned also in the case of a Borel 2-cocycle, thus proposing a sensible deﬁnition
of the deformed algebra also in this situation. This is the key idea in the approach
to cocycle deformation we present in chapter 2.
It is also important to mention here the well known constructions of twisted
group C*-algebras and twisted C*-crossed products. Packer and Raeburn gave a
construction of twisted C*-crossed products in [49], where they considered a twisted
dynamical system  A,G, α, u where u : G  G  UM A is a Borel map with
certain properties in relation to the action α : G  Aut A (this setup and the
twisted convolution algebra was introduced by Busby and Smith in [5]). A twisted
crossed product A α,u G is then introduced and studied. Among the chief results
is the fact that the stabilized twisted action on A 	K L2 G becomes equivalent
to a genuine action β and thus gives an isomorphism after stabilization Aα,u G	
K L2 G 
  A	K L2 GβG. Our (C-valued) cocycle deformation is related to
this construction by considering the coaction δ on Aα G dual to the given action
α, whence  AGω 
 Aα,ω G.
Twisted group C*-algebras can be seen as a special case of Packer-Raeburn’s
twisted C*-crossed products, although also introduced earlier in diﬀerent forms.
More recently Echterhoﬀ, Luck and Phillips use twisted group C*-algebras to answer
K-theoretic questions by homotopy arguments in [20]. In fact that paper can be
described as the inspiration or precursor to the paper [62] by Yamashita which in
turn motivated our approach to the cocycle deformation presented here.
As a small extra, we consider the cocycle deformation in the setting of Cuntz-
Pimsner algebras. Recently Kaliszewski, Quigg and Robertson have considered ([28],
[29]) coactions of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras with relations to coactions on the under-
lying modules. This generalizes previous work by Hao and Ng ([25]) on crossed
products of C*-correspondences and their resulting Cuntz-Pimsner algebras. Alto-
gether this provides for a suitable setting for our deformation approach to be applied.
We do this in a very simplistic way, namely by considering only theta deformation,
i.e. an action by Tn or equivalently a coaction by Zn (actually the slightly more gen-
eral case of a coaction by a discrete group). In this case we get much simpliﬁcation,
and need not the full force of [28], [29] and [25]. However, it would be interesting to
pursue these ideas further to a more general extent.
The second question addressed in this thesis is the invariance of K-groups or
more generally the KK-groups under deformation quantization.
It has long been a well known fact that the K-groups remain invariant under
Rieﬀel deformation, i.e. given a C*-algebra A and its Rieﬀel deformation AJ , one
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has K  A  K  AJ. This was established by Rieﬀel in [53] by showing that AJ is
stably isomorphic to a crossed product  AKC0 ker JβR
n and then applying
the Connes-Thom isomorphism in K-theory followed by suspension (dimension shift)
and stability of the K-functor, which leads to the claimed isomorphism. The setup
of Kasprzak lends a diﬀerent route to a K-theory isomorphism in the case of an
action by Rn. As a consequence of a fundamental result in the theory of Landstad
duality, one has the isomorphism of crossed products A α R
n  Aψ αψ R
n where
in the latter crossed product the action αψ is just the original action restricted to
the deformed algebra. The isomorphism K  A  K  A
ψ then again follows from
the Connes-Thom isomorophism for the crossed products.
In our cocycle deformation approach for C*-algebras with coactions, we present
a diﬀerent approach to a K-theory isomorphism which builds on the techniques
given by Echterhoﬀ, Luck and Phillips in [20] and which were also applied in the
setting of deformation by Yamashita in [62]. Assuming the group G satisﬁes the
Baum-Connes conjecture with coeﬃcients, we show that given homotopic cocycles
ω0 and ω1 the deformed algebras Aω0 and Aω1 have isomorphic K-groups. This
is achieved by ﬁrst establishing that a deformed algebra Aω is stably isomorphic
to the twisted dual (action) crossed product  A δ  G  δ,ω G, and thus passing
to the equivalent question: given homotopic cocycles, whether the twisted crossed
products B α,ω0 G and B α,ω1 G have the same K-theory groups. This is then
approached by essentially using the homotopy between the cocycles to construct a
crossed product bundle whose ﬁbers are the aformentioned twisted crossed products,
and apply the Packer-Raeburn stabilization trick to ”untwist” the crossed product
bundle. Subsequently one observes that the crossed product bundle is in fact a
trivial bundle when restricting to any compact subgroup, so the evaluation map
gives a KK-equivalence. We then apply the Green-Julg theorem to achieve the
KK-equivalence for the group.
We also develop a diﬀerent approach to a K-theory isomorphism under Rieﬀel
deformation, namely through the theory of continuous ﬁelds of C*-algebras. Such
methods are also well established, where central notions are typically homotopy
equivalence, evaluation morphisms on continuous bundles and so on. We deal with
KK-groups and work with the continuous ﬁeld  AtJt0,1 having the (canonical)
algebra of sections Γ  AtJt0,1   C 0, 1  AJ which was already studied to
some extent in the original monograph of Rieﬀel ([52]). The aim is to deduce that
the evaluation morphism πt0 : Γ  AtJt0,1 	
 At0J of the continuous ﬁeld gives a
KK-equivalence element, which is an attractive feature as it implies isomorphisms
between KK-groups (and thus also K-groups) of any two deformed algebras At0J
and At1J in the continuous ﬁeld, including in particular the undeformed (original)
algebra A  A0J . Our approach is based on combining theory of C0 X-algebras,
RKK-theory and some more recent material on RKK-ﬁbrations. The idea is roughly
as follows: instead of working directly with the algebra of sections Γ  AtJt0,1
of the continuous ﬁeld of the Rieﬀel deformation, we use the equivalent setup of
Kasprzak to deform the canonical C0, 1-algebra B  C 0, 1 A into Bψ which
is a C 0, 1-algebra being C 0, 1-linearly *-isomorphic to Γ  AtJt0,1, i.e. with
naturally isomorphic ﬁbers  Bψt  AtJ . By combining the isomorphism of crossed
products B  Rn  Bψ  Rn with the Connes-Thom-Kasparov theorem in RKK-
theory, which is the bundle-theoretic counterpart of the Connes-Thom isomorphism
in KK-theory, we deduce that Bψ is a so-called RKK-ﬁbration. It is then quite
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straightforward, by fundamentals of RKK-ﬁbrations ([21], [22]) to deduce that the
evaluation morphism is a KK-equivalence.
The third investigation in this thesis is related to index theory in the vein of
noncommutative geometry. We relate some index theoretical aspects of the theta
deformation of a manifold to their classical counterparts in the equivariant setting.
Theta deformation is a special case of Rieﬀel deformation, but was introduced
diﬀerently by Connes, Dubois-Violette, Landi etc. (see e.g. [16], [17]) as an inter-
esting example or case study which was to be subjected to the tools of noncom-
mutative geometry. Given a C*-algebra A with a strongly continuous action of
σ : Tn   AutA and a skew-symmetric matrix θ  MnR, the theta deformed al-
gebra Aθ is deﬁned by Connes, Dubois-Violette et. al. as the ﬁxed point subalgebra
ACTnθ 
σ τ 1 for the diagonal action σ τ1, where CTnθ  is the algebra of the
noncommutative torus and τ is a natural gauge action. In the equivalent picture of
Rieﬀel, this corresponds to the situation where the action of Rn factors through the
compact quotient Tn  RnZn.
Recall that Atiyah-Singer index theory concerns the computation of the (Fred-
holm) index of an elliptic operator on a manifold. On the analytical side, this index
is shown to be expressible as a complex residue of a certain zeta function involving
the trace of the elliptic operator, and so is computable as a complicated expression
involving the coeﬃcients of the elliptic operator and the metric. On the algebraic
side, the elliptic operator determines a K-homology class while the vector bundle
(on which the operator acts) determines a K-theory class. These two dual elements
pair together and result in the index, which is the essential statement of the index
theorem. These considerations are eﬀectively synthesized into the general framework
of noncommutative geometry. Working with a unital *-algebra A, the K-homology
groups KiA, i  0, 1, are built from Fredholm modules H, F , and come with
a natural pairing with K-theory, KiA 	 K
iA   Z, e.g. 
p, H, F , the
so-called index pairing. The Chern(-Connes) character maps allow the passage from
K-theory/homology to cyclic homology/cohomology, by Ch : KA   HCA
and Ch : KA   HP A, and equivalently express the index pairings in the
cyclic theory as

p, H, F   
Chp, ChH, F .
A more ”geometrical” reﬁnement of Fredholm modules is that of spectral triple
A,H, D, which can be considered a nicer representative of a K-homology class
H, F . Coming back to theta deformation; it turns out this is an isospectral
deformation, which means that given a spectral triple A,H, D for the *-algebra A,
there is a rather natural candidate Aθ,H, Dθ as a spectral triple for the deformed
*-algebra Aθ. It is then a natural question to compare the index pairings for the
original and deformed spectral triples under the K-theory isomorphism between the
original and deformed algebra, and it has been established by several authors that
the index pairing remains invariant under deformation. We show this by using
techniques and properties inherent to our presentation of theta deformation.
The Connes-Moscovici local index formula establishes an expression of the Chern
character cocycle in terms of the residue of certain zeta functions associated to the
spectral triple. This can be appropriately called a far reaching generalization of the
Atiyah-Singer index theorem. We shall however restrict our attention to the JLO-
cocycle expression of the Chern character cocycle. Connes, Dubois-Violette, Landi
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et.al consider in particular theta deformation of a manifold. One starts with a com-
pact Riemannian spin manifold M (with ﬁxed spin structure) and the classical spec-
tral triple  C  M, L2 M,S, D with the Dirac operator and L2-spinors. Assuming
there is an action σ : Tn  Aut C  M, and a skew-symmetric matrix θ, one gets
the deformed algebra denoted C  Mθ, and spectral triple  C
  Mθ, L
2 M,S, D.
We shall express the Chern character of this deformed spectral triple in terms of the
equivariant Chern character for the Tn-equivariant spectral triple. We do this by ap-
plying results of Chern and Hu ([10]) on G-equivariant Fredholm modules and their
Chern characters. This uses the JLO-version of the Chern character and classical
heat kernel asymptotic techniques. Our point of entry is basically an expansion of
elements in the deformed algebra with respect to spectral subspaces (a Fourier-type
decomposition) followed by a componentwise application of the equivariant Chern
character.
The following is a brief description of the layout and structure of this thesis:
• Part I: Chapter 1. Preliminaries.
This part is a collection of background material and a minimal account of
some of the main facts which are referred to later. The topics included range
from crossed products by actions and coactions to KK-theory, index theory
and bundle theory. All of these are fairly standard topics and are treated in
a wealth of literature. We give only a recollection of important concepts and
state some important results. The referenced literature should be consulted
for details.
• Part II: Chapter 2. Cocycle deformation.
Building on the approach to Rieﬀel deformation as introduced in [31] and on
deformation using coactions of discrete groups as in [62], we establish a method
of deforming a C*-algebra equipped with a coaction of locally compact group
G and a T-valued Borel 2-cocycle.
• Part II: Chapter 3. Rieﬀel deformation and KK-ﬁbrations.
Using bundle techniques and some recently introduced notions of ﬁbrations in
RKK-theory, the continuous ﬁeld of the Rieﬀel deformation is studied and the
evaluation map is shown to give a KK-equivalence.
• Part II: Chapter 4. Index theory of theta deformations.
The theta deformation of a spectral triple is studied. Invariance of the index
is explained.
• Part II: Chapter 5. Local index formula for theta deformations of manifolds.
The Chern character for the spectral triple  C  Mθ, L
2 S, D corresponding
to a theta deformation of a manifold is expressed in terms of the equivariant
Chern character.
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Part I
Background
9

Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Actions, coactions and crossed products
Standard references for this section are [19], [60] and [50].
We assume throughout G to be a locally compact group with a given left-
invariant Haar measure μ (we shall omit the notation in integrals), and modular
function δG so that
 
G
f s ds  δG t
 
G
f st ds for f  Cc G. Let α be an action
of G on a separable C*-algebra A, i.e. α : G  Aut A is a strongly continuous
group homomorphism. This data is typically referred to as a C*-dynamical system
and denoted  A,G, α. One also says more brieﬂy that  A,G, α is an action. We
shall restrict our presentation to reduced crossed products as these are the only ones
used in the subsequent chapters.
Group algebra and comultiplication
On the compactly supported continuous functions Cc G the convolution product 
is
 f  g t 

G
f sg s 1t ds, f, g  Cc G.
The involution is given by
f t  δG t
 1f t 1.
The L1-norm is
f 1 

G
f s ds.
Cc G equipped with the convolution product, involution and L
1-norm becomes an
involutive normed -algebra.
Deﬁnition 1.1.1. The Banach *-algebra L1 G is the completion of Cc G in the
L1-norm.
Deﬁnition 1.1.2. The full group C*-algebra C G is the enveloping C*-algebra of
L1 G, i.e. it is the completion of Cc G with respect to the largest C*-norm
f C   sup	π f : π is a non-degenerate *-representation of Cc G
, f  Cc G.
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Let U : G   BH be a strongly continuous unitary representation. Then
πU : CcG   BH, πUf 
 
G
fsUs ds
is a bounded non-degenerate *-represenation of CcG on H.
The L2-norm on CcG is f 2 

G
fs2 ds
 1
2 . The left regular representation
λ : G   BL2G and right regular representation ρ : G   BL2G of G are
the unitary representations given by
λgξs  ξg
 1s, ρgξs  δGg
 1ξsg, for g  G, ξ  L2G.
The completion of the vector space CcG in the L
2-norm is the Hilbert space
L2G. Using the left regular representation λ, we get πλ : CcG   BL
2G,
πλfξt 

G
fsλsξt ds.
Deﬁnition 1.1.3. The reduced group C*-algebra Cr G is the completion of CcG
in the norm f   πλf.
The unitaries λg belong to MC

r G for each g  G. We have the comultipli-
cation Δ on Cr G,
Δ : Cr G   MCr G  Cr G,
whose extension to MCr G satisﬁes Δλg  λg  λg, for g  G. And there is a
comultiplication Δ on C0G given by
Δ : C0G   MC0G  C0G, Δfg, h  fgh.
The fundamental unitary W MC0G  C

r G is the operator deﬁned by
Wξs, t  ξs, s 1t, for ξ  L2G	G.
After identifyingMC0GC

r G with the algebra of bounded strictly continuous
maps G   MCr , we have W g  λg. We have
W 1 fW  Δf for f  C0G,
W λg  1W
  Δˆλg and W
ρg  1W  ρg  λg for g  G.
We will also use the unitary V  ρ ιW21 MρC

r G  C0G. We have
V f  1V   Δf for f  C0G,
V 1 ρgV  ρg  ρg and V 1 λgV
  ρg  λg for g  G.
Actions
Deﬁnition 1.1.4. A covariant homomorphism of A,G, α into the multiplier al-
gebra MD for some C*-algebra D is a pair π, U where π : A   MD is a
nondegenerate *-homomorphism and U : G   UMD is a strictly continuous
homomorphism such that
π 
 αs  AdUs 
 π
for all s  G.
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A covariant representation of  A,G, α on a Hilbert space H is by deﬁnition a
covariant homomorphism into M K H  B H in the sense of the above deﬁni-
tion.
We consider the *-algebra structure on Cc G,A where
 f  g s 
 
G
f tαt g t
 1s dt and f s  δG s
 1αs f s
 1,
for f, g  Cc G,A.
Deﬁnition 1.1.5. If  π, U is a covariant homomorphism of  A,G, α into M D,
the integrated form is the homomorphism π  U : Cc G,A  M D,
 π  U f 
 
G
π f sUs ds. (1.1.1)
It is a standard fact that the integrated form is well-deﬁned and continuous with
respect to the inductive limit topology, and 		 π  U f		 


G
		f s		 ds.
To any representation π of A on a Hilbert space H, we associate a covariant
representation  π˜, λ˜ of  A,G, α on the Hilbert space L2 G,H by
 π˜ aξ t  π αt 1 aξ t and  λ˜sξ t  ξ s
 1t, a  A, s, t  G, ξ  L2 G,H.
The integrated form is then π˜  λ˜ : Cc G,A  B L
2 G,H given by
  π˜  λ˜ fξ t 
 
G
π αt 1 f sξ s
 1t ds.
Deﬁnition 1.1.6. The reduced crossed product Aα G is the norm closure of the
image of π˜u  λ˜ where πu is the universal representation of A.
Remark 1.1.7. Reduced crossed products are typically denoted A α,r G in the
literature, whereas full crossed products are denoted Aα G. But in this thesis we
consider only reduced crossed products, and we shall always denote them A α G
omitting the r.
It can be shown that A α G is given (up to *-isomorphism) by the closure of
the image of π˜  λ˜ for any faithful representation π of A.
The canonical covariant homomorphism  iA, iG of  A,G, α into M Aα G is
given by
 iA af s  af s,  iG tf s  αt f t
 1s. (1.1.2)
A 1-cocycle for an action α of G on A is a strictly continuous family U  uggG
of unitaries in M A such that ugh  ugαg uh. Given such a cocycle, we can deﬁne
a new action αU of G on A by αU,g  ugαg u

g . The actions α and αU are called
exterior equivalent. We have an isomorphism Aα G  AαU G deﬁned by
α b  αU b, 1 ρg  αU u

g 1 ρg.
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Coactions
We shall only consider reduced coactions, and moreover we shall assume nondegen-
eracy.
Let  Δ : C r  G  M C
 
r  GC
 
r  G denote the comultiplication λs  λsλs,
and let W  UM C0 G  C
 
r  G be the fundamental unitary.
Deﬁnition 1.1.8. A reduced coaction of a locally compact group G on a C*-algebra
A is an injective, nondegenerate homomorphism δ : A  M AC r  G satisfying
(i) δ a 1 λ x  A C r  G for all x  C
  G,
(ii)  δ  1δ   1  Δδ,
(iii) δ A 1 C r  G  A C
 
r  G.
The triple  A,G, δ is referred to as a (reduced) coaction.
Deﬁnition 1.1.9. A covariant homomorphism of the (reduced) coaction  A,G, δ
into M D is a pair  π, μ of nondegenerate homomorphisms π : A  M D and
μ : C0 G  M D such that
 π  1δ a  Adμ1 W  π a  1.
As we will only consider reduced coactions, we may omit this explicit reference
and speak only of coactions.
Let  π, μ be a covariant homomorphism of the coaction  A,G, δ into M D.
Then C  π, μ  π Aμ C0 G is a C*-algebra. If π : A  M D is a nondegen-
erate homomorphism, then Ind π    πλδ, 1m is a covariant homomorphism
of  A,G, δ intoM DK L2 G. This is said to be the covariant homormorphism
induced from π.
Deﬁnition 1.1.10. Let  A,G, δ be a coaction and  jA, jG    1A  λδ, 1m 
Ind 1A. Then A	δ  G  C
  jA, jG 
 M AK L
2 G is the crossed product of
the coaction  A,G, δ.
If  π, μ is a covariant homomorphism of the coaction  A,G, δ into M D, then
there exists a unique nondegenerate homomorphism π	 μ : A	δ  G  M D such
that  π 	 μjA  π and  π 	 μjG  μ. This is the universal property of the triple
 A	δ  G, jA, jG.
A 1-cocycle for a coaction δ of G on A is a unitary U M AC r  G such that
 ι Δˆ U   U  1 δ ι U. Given such a cocycle, we can deﬁne a new coaction
δU by δU a  Uδ aU
 . The coactions δ and δU are called exterior equivalent. The
inner automorphism AdU of M A  K deﬁnes an isomorphism of A 	δ  G onto
A	δU
 G, see [36, Theorem 2.9].
Duality
Deﬁnition 1.1.11. Let  A,G, δ be a coaction and A 	δ  G its crossed product.
Then  δ : G  Aut A 	δ  G is the dual action of G on A 	δ  G deﬁned as follows.
Equivalently expressing δˆ as a homomorphism A	δ GˆM  A	δ Gˆ C0 G, we
have by deﬁnition
δˆ δ a  δ a  1, δˆ 1 f  1Δ f, a  A, f  C0 G.
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It follows that
δˆ x  V23 x 1V
 
23 for x  Aδ Gˆ M AK,
where V is the unitary V   ρ ι W21 M ρ C
 
r  G  C0 G.
A similar deﬁnition can be given for an action  A,G, α, where one gets a dual
coaction A α G 	 M A α G  C
  G, but we shall omit this notion in this
generality as we do not require it, but will rather discuss the special case of duality
for actions by abelian groups in the next subsection.
We will simply denote by K the algebra of compact operators K  K H when
the Hilbert space H is implicitly understood, for instance H  L2 G. Given a
coaction δ of G on A we can consider the coaction aT 
	 δ a13 1T 1 of G on
AK, then take the 1-cocycle 1W   for this coaction (the cocycle identity means
that  ι Δˆ W   W13W12) and get a new coaction on AK. In order to lighten
the notation we will denote this new coaction by δW  . Then we have the following
well known duality result.
Theorem 1.1.12. Let  A,G, δ be a coaction and Aδ  G its crossed product. Then
 Aδ  Gδˆ G,
ˆˆ
δ   AK, δW .
Explicitly, the isomorphism is given by
δˆ δ a  δ a  1 
	 δ a, δˆ 1 f  1Δ f 
	 1 f, 1 1 ρg 
	 1 ρg.
If we identify A  K with δ A  K  M A  K  K, then this isomorphism is
simply AdW23.
We now discuss in more detail how to recover A from A δ  G for a coaction δ.
Consider the homomorphism
η : Aδ  G	M  Aδ  G K M AK K
deﬁned by η x  W23δˆ xW
 
23. In other words, η is the composition of δˆ : Aδ  G	
M Aδ  GδˆG with the Takesaki-Takai duality isomorphism Aδ
 GδˆG  δ AK.
Explicitly,
η δ a   δ  ιδ a, η 1 f  1 f M  Aδ  G K
From this we see that δ A  M A δ  G is the closed linear span of elements of
the form  ι ϕη x with x  Aδ  G and ϕ  K
 .
More generally, assume we are given an action α of G on a C -algebra B and a
nondegenerate homomorphism π : C0 G 	M B such that α π f   πιΔ f.
Put X   π  ι W  and consider the homomorphism
η : B 	M B K, η x  Xα xX .
Then by a Landstad-type result of Quigg [51, Theorem 3.3] and, more generally,
Vaes [57, Theorem 6.7], the closed linear span A  M B of elements of the form
 ιϕη x, with x  B and ϕ  K , is a C -algebra, the formula δ a  X a1X 
deﬁnes a coaction of G on A, and η becomes an isomorphism B  A δ  G that
intertwines α with δˆ.
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Duality for abelian groups
Recall that for an action  A,G, α with G abelian there is a natural action, the dual
action,  α of the dual group  G on Aα G given by
 αχ f s  χ sf s, f  Cc G,A.
The well known Takesaki-Takai duality theorem states that the iterated crossed
product AαG α  G is isomorphic to AK L
2 G. Recall also the standard fact
that given an abelian group G, there is a one-to-one correspondence between coac-
tions of G and strongly continuous actions of the dual group  G. This equivalence
is implemented by the Fourier transform isomorphism AdU : C
  G  C0   G,
which is given by conjugation by the unitary operator U : L2 G  L2   G,
 Uξ g 
 
G
ξ gχ¯ g dg. The canonical extension AdU : M C
  G  M C0  G
maps λx 	 evx  Cb  G 
M C0  G. If we let Δ  denote the comultiplication
Δ  : C0  G  Cb  G G M C0  G M C0  G, Δ  f χ1, χ2  f χ1χ2,
for f  C0  G, then we get
 AdU  AdUΔ λx χ1, χ2   evx  evx χ1, χ2
 χ1 xχ2 x  evx χ1evx χ2  evx χ1χ2
 Δ  evx χ1, χ2  Δ
  AdU λx χ1, χ2,
which shows  AdUAdUΔ  Δ AdU , i.e. the identiﬁcation of the comultiplications
under the Fourier isomorphism (Pontryagin duality). If α : G  Aut A is an ac-
tion, then we get an injective nondegenerate homomorphism δα : A  Cb  G,A 

M A C0  G by
δα a χ  αχ a, a  A, χ  G.
It is straightforward to verify that  A,G, δα is a coaction. Conversely, if δ : A 
Cb  G,A 
 M A  C0  G is any injective nondegenerate homomorphism which
satisﬁes the coaction identity, then we get an action αδ : G  Aut A
αδχ a  δ a χ, a  A, χ 
G.
We now brieﬂy recollect some of the basic notions introduced by Landstad on
duality theory for crossed products by abelian groups (cf. [50] §7.8).
Deﬁnition 1.1.13. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and G its Pontryagin
dual group. Let B be a C*-algebra with a strict-continuous unitary-valued homo-
morphism λ : G  M B, and let ρ be a strongly continuous action ρ : G 
Aut B satisfying
ρχ λγ  χ γλγ
for all χ  G and γ  G. The triple  B, λ, ρ is called a G-product. One also simply
refers to B as a G-product when the rest is implicitly understood.
Given a G-product  B, λ, ρ, one may extend the given unitary representation
λ to the *-homomorphism λ : C G  M B. Using the Fourier transform to
identify C G  C0  G we write λ : C0  G  M B. This map is injective and
we often omit λ from the notation.
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Deﬁnition 1.1.14. Let  B, λ,  ρ be a G-product and let x M B. The element x
satisﬁes the Landstad conditions if:
(i)  ρχ x  x for all χ   G,
(ii) the map G  γ  λγxλ
 
γ M B is norm continuous,
(iii) fxg  B for all f, g  C0   G.
The set of elements satisfying the Landstad conditions turns out to be a subalgebra
inM B. We shall refer to this subalgebra as the Landstad algebra of the G-product.
The foremost example of a G-product is produced by the crossed product con-
struction. Indeed, given an abelian C*-dynamical system  B,G, α, the triple  Bα
G, λ,  α is a G-product whose Landstad algebra is precisely B. The following result
states that any G-product arises in this way.
Theorem 1.1.15. [50, Theorem 7.8.8] A C*-algebra B is a G-product  B, λ,  ρ if
and only if there exists a C*-dynamical system  C,G, β for which B 	 C β G
and  ρ   β. The C*-dynamical system is unique up to covariant isomorphism, the
C*-algebra C is just the associated Landstad algebra and β  Adλ.
1.2 KK-theory
We will only brieﬂy recall some of the basic notions and deﬁnitions in KK-theory,
and then collect a few of the needed results. We consider throughout separable
C*-algebras.
Deﬁnition 1.2.1. Let A and B be C*-algebras. A Kasparov A-B module is a
triple E   E, φ, F  where E  E0
E1 is a Z2-graded countably generated Hilbert
B-module, φ : A  LB E is a *-homomorphism of degree 0 and F  LB E is an
element of degree 1 such that
(i) F, φ a  KB E , a  A
(ii)  F 2  1φ a  KB E, a  A
(iii)  F    F φ a  KB E, a  A
The set of Kasparov A-B modules is denoted E A,B. We call these even Kasparov
modules and also write E0 A,B  E A,B. Odd Kasparov modules are deﬁned
similarly, except there is no grading on the Hilbert module. The set of odd Kasparov
modules is denoted E1 A,B.
The set Di A,B, i  0, 1 for even or odd Kasparov modules respectively, consists
of those triples  E, φ, F  for which F, φ a   F 2 1φ a   F F  φ a  0 for
every a  A. These are called degenerate modules.
Deﬁnition 1.2.2 (Unitary equivalence of Kasparov modules). Two Kasparov mod-
ules  E0, φ0, F0 and  E1, φ1, F1 are unitarily equivalent, written  E0, φ0, F0 u
 E1, φ1, F1, if there exists a unitary u  L E0, E1 (of degree 0 in the even case)
such that
uφ0  φ1u, uF0  F1u.
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If φ : A   B is a *-homomorphism of C*-algebras, then the triple B, φ, 0 is
a Kasparov A B-module.
Given E1, φ1, F1, a Kasparov A1-B-module, and E2, φ2, F2, a Kasparov A2-
B-module, then E1  E2, φ1  φ2, F1  F2 is a Kasparov A1  A2-B-module.
Let E, φ, F   EiA,B be a Kasparov A-B-module and ψ : C   A be
a *-homomorphism. Then E, φ  ψ, F   EiC,B is a Kasparov C-B-module
denoted ψ E, φ, F . For E1, E2  EiA,B and ψ : C   A be a *-homomorphism,
ψ E1  E2 	u ψ E1  ψ E2.
If ψ : B   C a *-homomorphism then using the internal tensor product E
ψC
of Hilbert C*-modules, E
ψC, φ
ψ1, F
ψ1  E
iA,C is a Kasparov A-C-module
denoted ψ E, φ, F . We have ψ E1  E2 	u ψ E1  ψ E2.
Let E, φ, F   EiA,B and suppose ψ : B   C is a surjective *-homomorphism.
LetNψ  x  E : ψx, xB  0, and q : E   ENψ the quotient map. The quo-
tient is a right C-module by qxψb  qxb, which we equip with the C-valued in-
ner product qx, qyC  ψx, yB. By completing we get a Hilbert C-module de-
noted Eψ. One has a map LBE   LCEψ, T  Tψ, where Tψqx  qT x.
Deﬁne φψ : A   LCEψ by φψa  φaψ. Now Eψ, φψ, Fψ  EiA,C is a
Kasparov A-C-module denoted E, φ, F ψ.
If E, φ, F   EiA,B and C is a C*-algebra, then E 
 C, φ 
 1, F 
 1 
E
iA
 C,B 
 C is a Kasparov A
 C-B 
 C-module denoted τCE, φ, F .
Deﬁnition 1.2.3 (Homotopic Kasparov modules). E0, φ0, F0 and E1, φ1, F1 are
homotopic, written E0, φ0, F0 h E1, φ1, F1, if there exist a Kasparov module
E, φ, F   EiA,C0, 1 
 B such that
E, φ, F ev0 	u E0, φ0, F0
and
E, φ, F ev1 	u E1, φ1, F1,
where the pushouts are with respect to the evaluation morphisms evt : C0, 1 

B   B, evtf 
 b  ftb, at t  0 and t  1 respectively.
Let E  EiA,B and f : B   C and g : C   D be *-homomorphisms of
C*-algebras. Then
g f E 	u g  f E  EiA,D. (1.2.1)
If f : B   C a surjective *-homomorphism of C*-algebras, then
Ef 	u f E. (1.2.2)
One has that h is an equivalence relation on E
iA,B, and it is used to deﬁne
the KK-groups.
Deﬁnition 1.2.4 (KK-groups). KKiA,B  EiA,B h, i  0, 1.
One also writes KKA,B  KK0A,B.
Theorem 1.2.5. KKiA,B is an abelian group with addition E1E2  E1E2.
The following properties hold:
(i) For E1, E2  KKiA,B, f : D   A, g : B   C, then f g E1 	u
g f
 E1. And E1 	u E2 implies f E1 	u f E2, g E1 	u g E2 and
τCE1 	u τCE2.
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(ii) A *-homomorphism f : A   B induces a group homomorphism
f  : KKiB,C   KKiA,C
by f E  f E for E  KKiA,B.
(iii) A *-homomorphism f : B   C induces a group homomorphism
f  : KK
iA,B   KKiA,C
by f E  f E for E  KKiA,B.
(iv) External tensor product gives a group homomorphism τD : KK
iA,B  
KKiA	D,B 	D, E 
 τDE for E  KKiA,B.
(v) If g0, g1 : D   B are homotopic *-homomorphisms, then g0   g1  :
KKiA,D   KKiA,B.
(vi) If f0, f1 : A   D are homotopic *-homomorphisms, then f
 
0  f
 
1 :
KKiD,B   KKiA,B.
For a C*-algebra A, its suspension SA is deﬁned as SA  C0R 	 A.
Theorem 1.2.6. KK1A,B  KK0A, SB  KK0SA,B.
The KK-groups have the following relation to the K-groups: KK0C, B 
K0B and KK
1C, B  K1B. Indeed, if we let B have unit 1, then for any
E, φ, F   E0C, B one can ﬁnd an equivalent representative   E,  φ,  F  such that
1   F  F   and 1   F    F are compact projections. Then Ker  F  and Ker  F   are
ﬁnitely generated projective B-modules, thus Ker  F   Ker  F    K0B. This
association provides the isomorphism. The case for KK1C, B can be handled by
applying suspensions.
It is customary notation to writeK0B  KKB,C andK1B  KK1B,C.
These are in fact the K-homology groups, which are often introduced by diﬀerent
(yet related) means, see e.g. Deﬁnition 1.3.3.
KK-product
The Kasparov product (or intersection product) is a pairing
KKA1, B1 	D KKD 	 A2, B2   KKA1 	 A2, B1 	 B2 (1.2.3)
which has the more convenient expression in case of B1  A2  C (and relabeling
A1  A, B2  B)
KKA,D KKD,B   KKA,B (1.2.4)
x,y 
 x  y.
Let 1A  A, id, 0  KKA,A.
Theorem 1.2.7 (Properties of the product).
(i) x  y  z  x  y  z, for x  KKA,D1, y  KKD1, D2, z  KKD2, B
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(ii) x1   x2  x3  x1   x2  x1   x3
(iii) x1  x2   x3  x1   x3  x2   x3
(iv) f x   y  f x   y, for a *-homomorphism f : A1  A, x  KKA,B,
y  KKB,C
(v) g x   y  x   g y, for a *-homomorphism g : C  C1, x  KKA,B,
y  KKB,C
(vi) h x   y  x   h
 y, for a *-homomorphism h : B1  B2, x  KKA,B1,
y  KKB2, C
(vii) g x  x   g, for a *-homomorphism g : D  B, x  KKA,D, where
g  	B, g, 0
  KKD,B
(viii) f y  f   y, for a *-homomorphism f : A  D, y  KKD,B, where
f  	D, f, 0
  KKA,D
(ix) τDx   y  τDx   τDy, x  KKA,C, y  KKC,B
(x) 1A   x  x   1D  x, x  KKA,D
KK-equivalence
Deﬁnition 1.2.8 (KK-equivalence). An element x  KKA,B is a KK-equivalence
if there exists an element y  KKB,A such that their Kasparov products satisfy
xy  1A and yx  1B. The algebras A and B are called KK-equivalent if there
exists a KK-equivalence element in KKA,B.
If x  KKA,B is a KK-equivalence, then for any D we get natural isomor-
phisms
x  : KKB,D  KKA,D, w  x  w,
 x : KKD,A  KKD,B, v  v   x,
where the inverse map would be given by multiplication by y  KKB,A, the
inverse KK-equivalence element of x.
Homotopy equivalent C*-algebras are clearly KK-equivalent: if φ : A  B and
ψ : B  A are *-homomorphisms such that φ  ψ h idB and ψ  φ h idA, then
the induced φ  and ψ  (and likewise φ
  and ψ ) are inverse group homomorphisms,
and moreover φ and ψ are inverse KK-equivalence elements.
If x  KKA,B is a KK-equivalence element, then τDx  KKAD,BD
is a KK-equivalence.
A C*-algebra B is called KK-contractible if KKB,B  0. This also implies
KKB,D  0  KKD,B
for any other C*-algebra D. As an example, any contractible C*-algebra (in the
homotopy sense) is KK-contractible. In particular ConeB  C0	0, 1  B is
KK-contractible for any C*-algebra B.
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Connes-Thom isomorphism
Let A be a separable C*-algebra with a continuous action α : R   AutA. Given
f  CbR,C, we may think of f as a multiplier f MC
 R, which in turn provides
a multiplier denoted Ff  MA α R in the natural way. If f  CbR,C is such
that limt  ft  1 and limt  ft  1 then we shall call the corresponding
multiplier Ff MAα R a Thom operator (cf. [3], §19.3).
Lemma 1.2.9. Let Ff be a Thom operator. The element A α R, iR, Ff 	 
KK1A,A α R is independent of the particular f , and is called the Thom ele-
ment of A,R, α, denoted tα.
Lemma 1.2.10. (i) If g : A,R, α   B,R, β is an equivariant homomor-
phism inducing the homomorphism h : AαR   BβR then htα  g
tβ,
(ii) If γ  α 
 1 is the diagonal action on A
 B, then tγ  tα 
 1B  τBtα,
(iii) If Aα R α  R is identiﬁed with A
K by duality, then t 
 α  tα 
 1K,
(iv) The KK-element uα  tα 
 t α  KKA,Aα R α R  KKA,A, obtained
by external tensor product of KK-elements, is independent of α.
Theorem 1.2.11. Let A be a separable C*-algebra with a continuous action α :
R   AutA. Then Aα R is KK-equivalent to SA by the Thom element tα.
Proof. Brieﬂy; using the above lemma one shows that tα has right KK-inverse t α
while on the other hand one may identify tα with t 
 α which has t α as a left KK-
inverse. This shows that tα is a KK-equivalence element.
Pimsner-Voiculescu six-term exact sequence
Theorem 1.2.12. Let α  AutA. There are six-term exact sequences
KKD,A
1α     KKD,A     KKD,Aα Z 

KK1D,Aα Z     KK
1D,A    
1α 
KK1D,A
(1.2.5)
and
KKA,D
1α 
    KKA,D     KKAα Z, D
 
KK1Aα Z, D     KK
1A,D    
1α 
KK1A,D
(1.2.6)
1.3 Index theory
Common references for the material in this section include [13], [12], [59] and [6].
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K-homology and index pairing
In this section we recall the standard notions of index theory in the setting of
noncommutative geometry.
Recall that a bounded operator F : H1   H2 is called Fredholm if rangeF  
H2 is closed, and kerF   H1 and cokerF   H2 are ﬁnite dimensional subspaces.
Then its Fredholm index is deﬁned as
IndexF   dimkerF   dim cokerF .
For a simple example, the unilateral shift S : l2N   l2N is a Fredholm oper-
ator. If we let 	e1, e2, e3, . . .
 denote the standard basis of l
2N, then Sej  ej 1.
It is seen that rangeS  span	e2, e3, . . .
, kerS  	0
 and l
2NrangeS 
span	e1
. And the Fredholm index is IndexS  0 1  1.
Below we list some of the important properties of Fredholm operators and the
Fredholm index.
Proposition 1.3.1. (i) (Atkinson’s theorem) Let F : H1   H2. Then F is
Fredholm if and only if there is an operator S : H2   H1 such that FS 1H2
and SF  1H1 are compact operators. Then S is also Fredholm.
(ii) Let FredH denote the set of Fredholm operators H   H for a given Hilbert
space H. Then the Fredholm index is locally constant on FredH and induces
a bijection Index : π0FredH   Z.
(iii) The Fredholm index satisﬁes IndexF   IndexF , and IndexFS 
IndexF   IndexS, for Fredholm operators F and S.
(iv) IndexF  T   IndexF , for F Fredholm and T compact.
In particular it follows that the index of a self-adjoint Fredholm operator F  F 
must be zero, as indexF   indexF  implies indexF   indexF .
Deﬁnition 1.3.2. A Fredholm module H, π, F  over a separable C*-algebra A
consists of a Hilbert space H, a *-representation π : A   BH and an operator
F : H   H such that for every a  A
F 2  1πa, F  F πa and F, πa
are compact operators. The Fredholm module H, π, F  is graded if there is an
operator γ : H   H such that γ2  1, γ  γ, γF  Fγ and γπa  πaγ for
every a  A. We write H, π, F, γ for a graded Fredholm module.
We will usually assume the algebra A to be unital and π1A  idH, which then
implies that the conditions on the Fredholm module are requiring F 21 and F F 
to be compact operators. Moreover, an odd Fredholm module is given by a unital
representation π on H and an operator F  2P  1  K where K is a compact
operator and P is a projection commuting with πA modulo the compacts. An
even Fredholm module is given by
H  H  H, π 
 
π  0
0 π

, γ 
 
1 0
0 1

, F 
 
0 F
F  0

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where F    F

 K for a compact K. This implies in particular that F : H 
H is Fredholm.
Given a Fredholm module H, π, F  over A and a unitary operator U : H  H,
then H, UπU, UFU is also a Fredholm module over A, with grading UγU if γ
was a grading for H, π, F .
Let H, π, Ftt0,1 be a collection of Fredholm modules over A such that the
function t 	 Ft is norm continuous. We say this constitutes an operator homotopy
between H, π, F0 and H, π, F1.
Given two Fredholm modules H1, π1, F1 and H2, π2, F2 over A, then H1 

H2, π1 
 π2, F1 
 F2 is also a Fredholm module over A. The Fredholm module
H, π, F  is called degenerate if F   F , F 2   1 and F, πa   0 for all a  A.
Deﬁnition 1.3.3. The K-homology group KpA (for p   0, 1) is the abelian
group with one generator x for each unitary equivalence class of Fredholm modules
(graded if p   0, ungraded if p   1) with the following relations
(i) x0   x1 in K
pA, if x0 and x1 are operator homotopic Fredholm modules,
(ii) x0  x1   x0 
 x1 in K
pA, if x0 and x1 are modules of same parity,
(iii) x   0, if x is a degenerate Fredholm module.
If H, π, F  is a Fredholm module over A, then Hk, π1k, F 1k is a Fredholm
module over MkA. If p MkA is a projection, then pF 1kp is also a Fredholm
operator - this follows by using pV p as a quasi-inverse, where V is a quasi-inverse of
F1k, Proposition 1.3.1 (i). Similarly if u MkA is a unitary, then PkuPk1Pk
is a Fredholm operator, where Pk  
1
2
1 F  1k. These considerations enable the
following deﬁnition of the pairing between K-theory and K-homology.
Deﬁnition 1.3.4. The pairing
K0A K
0A  Z
is given by
p, H, π, F, γ   IndexpF  1kp : pHk  pHk.
The pairing
K1A K
1A  Z
is given by
u, H, π, F    IndexPkuPk  1 Pk : PkHk  PkHk
with Pk  
1
2
1 F   1k.
In terms of KK-theory these index pairings K0A K
0A  Z and K1A 
K1A  Z correspond to the respective KK-products KKC, AKKA,C 
KKC,C  Z, p, H, π, F, γ 	 p  H, π, F, γ and
KK1C, A  KK1A,C  KK2C,C  KKC,C  Z, u, H, F  	
u  H, F .
For any p  1 the p-th Schatten ideal of the Hilbert space H is
LpH   T  BH : TraceT p  .
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Deﬁnition 1.3.5. A (normalized) Fredholm module  H, π, F  over a unital A is
called  p  1-summable if there is a dense subalgebra A  A such that F, a 
Lp 1 H for every a  A.
Deﬁnition 1.3.6. Let  H, π, F  be a  p1-summable normalized Fredholm module
over A. For each n  p (of same parity as the Fredholm module) deﬁne cyclic
cocycles
Chn H, F  a0, a1, . . . , an 	 λn
2
Trace γF, a0F, a1 
 
 
 F, an, (1.3.1)
where γ 	 1 in case of an odd Fredholm module and
λn 	
 
 1nn12Γ n
2
 1 , even Fredholm module
 1nn12Γ n
2
 1 , odd Fredholm module
The Chern character Ch H, F  is the class of these cocycles in periodic cyclic coho-
mology.
Theorem 1.3.7. Let  H, π, F  be a ﬁnitely summable normalized Fredholm module
over A. Then
e,  H, π, F  	 1
 n2!
Chn H, π, F  e, e, . . . , e
for e  K0 A and n large enough and even, and
u,  H, π, F  	 1
2nΓ n
2
 1
Chn H, π, F  u, u, . . . , u
for u  K1 A and n large enough and odd.
Spectral triples
Deﬁnition 1.3.8. A spectral triple  A,H,D is given by a *-algebra A represented
on a Hilbert space H as bounded operators, π : A  B H, and a densely deﬁned
self-adjoint (unbounded) operator D : dom D  H such that
(i) a 
 dom D  dom D, a  A,
(ii) D, a 	 Da aD is a bounded operator, a  A,
(iii) a 1D2 12 is a compact operator for every a  A.
Here elements a  A are implicitly understood as operators π a  B H. If there
exists an operator γ  B H such that γ 	 γ, γ2 	 1, Dγ  γD 	 0 and γa 	 aγ
for every a  A, then the spectral triple is said to be even graded.
When we assume A to be unital and the unit to act as the identity on the Hilbert
space, then  1  D2 12 becomes a compact operator. To study (Fredholm) index
properties related to D, one does the following modiﬁcations. Deﬁne the Hilbert
space H1 	 ξ  H : Dξ  H with inner product ξ, η1 	 ξ, η  Dξ,Dη. It
follows that D : H1  H is a bounded operator (with operator norm at most
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1), and furthermore it is Fredholm, as D 1  D2 1 : H  H1 acts as an inverse
modulo compact operators. This follows from
DD 1D2 1   1D2  1 1D2 1   1D2 1D2 1   1D2 1
 1  1D2 1,
and  1D2 1 is compact since  1D2 1   1D2  12  1D2  12 where  1D2  12
was compact. The Fredholm index of D would immediately be 0 as D is self-adjoint,
so one considers rather the ”even” part of it. If  A,H,D, γ  is an even graded
spectral triple, one uses the decomposition into even/odd parts H1  H 1 H1 etc,
and deﬁnes D   1γ
2
D 1 γ
2
: H 1  H. This is just the decomposition
 
0 0
0 1
 
0 D
D  0
 
1 0
0 0

: H 1  H.
The operator D  is also bounded and Fredholm, as D D11D2 1 is the inverse
modulo compacts. When we speak of the Fredholm index of D, we refer to the
Fredholm index of D  : H 1  H. One deﬁnes for each s  0 the Sobolev space
Hs  	ξ 
 H : 1D2  s2 ξ 
 H with inner product ξ, η, s  ξ, η1D2  s2 ξ, 1
D2  s2η. Then Hs is a Hilbert space and one puts H  s0Hs. If A,H,D, γ  is
an even graded spectral triple and we write D 
 
0 D
D  0

, we can deﬁne D s
to be the restriction D  : Hs  Hs1, with H0  H and H1  domD . For all
s  1 one has
IndexD s    IndexD  . (1.3.2)
This follows by noticing that the kernel and cokernel of D  consist of elements of
H, hence they are independent of s.
Starting with a spectral triple A,H,D  we get a Fredholm module H, FD  over
A by setting FD  D1D2  12 . This is usually checked under various simplifying
assumptions (e.g. assuming D, a to be bounded for each a 
 A).
A spectral triple A,H,D  is called QCk for k  1, if a 
 domδk  for all a 
 A,
where δT    D, T . The spectral triple is QC if it is QCk for all k  1.
Deﬁnition 1.3.9. A spectral triple A,H,D  is ﬁnitely summable if there is some
s0  0 such that
Trace1D2  s02    .
This estimate then holds for all s  s0 and
p  inf	s 
 R  : Trace1D2  s2    
is called the spectral dimension of the spectral triple.
Proposition 1.3.10. Let A,H,D  be a ﬁnitely summable QC1 spectral triple with
spectral dimension p. Then H, FD  is a  p1-summable Fredholm module over A.
For T 
 KH  let μnT   denote the n-th singular value of T , i.e. the n-th
eigenvalue of

T T when the eigenvalues are listed in non-increasing order. Let
σNT   
N
k1 μkT   denote the N -th partial sum. Let Lp,H   	T 
 KH  :
σNT    ON11	p  and L1,H   	T 
 KH  : σNT    OlogN .
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Deﬁnition 1.3.11. A spectral triple  A,H,D is  n,-summable if  1D2 n2 
L 1, H.
Deﬁnition 1.3.12. A spectral triple  A,H,D is θ-summable if Trace etD2  ,
for all t  0.
The McKean-Singer formula expresses an analytic formula for the index, and
moreover is also used in establishing the algebraic expression of the index in terms
of a pairing between K-theory and K-homology (via Chern character).
Theorem 1.3.13 (McKean-Singer). Let D be an unbounded self-adjoint operator
with compact resolvent, let γ be a unitary such that γD  	Dγ, and let f  C R
be an even function with f 0 
 0 and such that f D is trace-class. With D 
 1	 P DP , P  1γ
2
, then D : PH   1	 P H is Fredholm and
Index D  1
f 0Trace γf D.
A typical function used in conjunction with the McKean-Singer formula is f x 
etx
2
which in other words brings the heat operator etD
2
into consideration, with
Index D  Trace γetD2.
Cyclic homology and cyclic cohomology
We brieﬂy recall some of the features of cyclic homology and cyclic cohomology that
are relevant for index theory. The index pairing between K-theory and K-homology
equates to the pairing between cyclic homology and cyclic cohomology via the Chern
characters
x,  A,H,D  	 1
2πi
Ch x, Ch A,H,D (1.3.3)
where x  K A and  A,H,D is the K-homology class of the spectral triple.
We use a certain bicomplex to deﬁne cyclic homology and cohomology. Let Cm 
A A¯m and Cm  Hom Cm,C (multilinear functionals on Cm) where A¯  AC1
with 1 being the unit of A. Deﬁne coboundary operators b : Cm  Cm1 and
B : Cm  Cm1 as
 bφm a0, a1, . . . , am, am1 
m 
j0
 	1jφm a0, a1, . . . , ajaj1, . . . , am
  	1m1φ am1a0, a1, . . . , am,
 Bφm a0, a1, . . . , am1 
m1 
j0
 	1 m1jφm 1, aj, aj1, . . . , am1, a0, . . . , aj1
for φm  Cm. These operators satisfy b2  0, B2  0 and bBBb  0. A normalized
 b, B-cochain φ is a ﬁnite collection φ   φmm1,...,M where each φm  Cm. It is
called a normalized  b, B-cocycle if for all m, bφmBφm2  0, in short  bBφ 
0. A cochain φ is called even/odd if φm  0 for m even/odd.
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The boundary operators bT : Cm 1   Cm and B
T : Cm1   Cm are the
transpose of the coboundary operators b, B. Namely, a bT , BT -chain is a (possibly
inﬁnite) collection c  cmm1,2,... where each cm  Cm, and the pairing between a
b, B-cochain φ  φm
M
m1 and a b
T , BT -chain c  cmm1 is given by
φ, c 
M 
m1
φmcm
which satisﬁes
b	 Bφ, c  φ, bT 	 BT c.
A bT , BT -chain c  cm is called a b
T , BT -cycle if bT cm 2 	 B
T cm  0 for all
m, written bT 	 BT c  0 in short. A chain c is called even/odd if cm  0 for m
even/odd. The chain c  cmmodd is an odd normalized b
T , BT -boundary if there
is some even chain e  emmeven such that cm  b
T em 1 	 B
T em1 for all m.
We omit the superscript on bT and BT and instead write b and B for both the
coboundary and the boundary operators, as it should be clear from the context
which operators are being considered, and thus referring simply to b, B-chains and
b, B-cochains; b, B-cycles and b, B-cocycles.
Let u  A be a unitary. The Chern character Chu  Ch2j 1u is the
(inﬁnite) odd b, B-cycle given by
Ch2j 1u  
1
jj! u  u u      u, 2j 	 2 entries. (1.3.4)
Let p  A be a projection. The Chern character Chp  Ch2mp is the even
b, B-cycle given by
Ch2mp  
1
m 2m!
2m!
2p
 1  p2m, Ch0p  p. (1.3.5)
As in general we may consider our cochains to consist of inﬁnite sequences, it is
natural to impose some decay condition on these sequences. One gets various types
of cyclic cohomology depending on the decay condition imposed on the cochains.
Deﬁnition 1.3.14. Cyclic cohomology HCA is the cohomology of the total
complex of the b, B-bicomplex with respect to ﬁnitely supported cochains.
The periodic cyclic cohomology HP A is the cohomology of the double com-
plex
...
...
...
...
b
  b
  b
  b
 
  
B
    C3
B
    C2
B
    C1
B
    C0
b
  b
  b
 
  
B
    C2
B
    C1
B
    C0
b
  b
 
  
B
    C1
B
    C0
b
 
  
B
    C0
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As the Chern characters Ch  u   Ch2j 1 u and Ch p   Ch2m p are
inﬁnite sequences, there must be put some growth constraint on the cochains these
elements are paired with, concerning the index pairing  1.3.3. We shall favor entire
cochains, as the JLO-cocycle (section 1.3) is entire. A cochain φ   φmm is entire
if the sequences
 
k0 φ2k z
k
k!
and
 
k0 φ2k 1 z
k
k!
have inﬁnite radius of conver-
gence, where φm  supφm a0, . . . , am : aj  1. This is the entire cyclic
cohomology.
When given a spectral triple  A,H,D for which the corresponding Fredholm
module  H, FD happens to be ﬁnitely summable (e.g. by Proposition 1.3.10), then
the element Ch A,H,D occurring on the right hand side in  1.3.3 is Ch H, FD
from Deﬁnition 1.3.1. We are more interested in the θ-summable case, and so we
shall take the JLO-cocycle as the representative of the Chern character, which is
deﬁned in the following section.
JLO-cocycle
The JLO-cocycle is a representative for the Chern character of a θ-summable spectral
triple. It’s deﬁned for an even spectral triple by a collection of cochains JLO2kk0
and for an odd spectral triple by JLO2k 1k0. These are deﬁned by
JLO2k a0, a1, . . . , a2k


Δ2k
Trace γa0et1D2D, a1	et2t1D2 
 
 
 et2kt2k 1D2D, a2k	e1t2kD2
dt1 
 
 
 dt2k,
(1.3.6)
and
JLO2k 1 a0, a1, . . . , a2k 1


2πi

Δ2k 1
Trace a0et1D2D, a1	et2t1D2 
 
 
 et2k 1t2k1D2D, a2k	e1t2k 1D2
dt1dt1 
 
 
 dt2k 1,
(1.3.7)
where Δn   s1, . . . , sn : 0  s1  . . .  sn  1 denotes the standard n-simplex.
For a θ-summable spectral triple  A,H,D the index pairing  1.3.3 is expressible
as
p	,  A,H,D	  Ch p, JLO A,H,D 

k0
JLO2k Ch2k p
and similarly in the odd case.
For the classical spectral triple  C M, L2 M,S,D of a compact Riemannian
spin manifold M with Dirac operator D acting on L2-spinors, it is well known ([4])
that the Chern character of the spectral triple is given by
Chk f0, . . . , fk  vol Δk 2πn 2
i
n2

M
Af0 df1  
 
 
  dfk,
for f0, . . . , fk  C M.
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Residue cocycle
Although we make no use of the residue cocycle and the Connes-Moscovici index the-
orem itself, we include a brief discussion here. The proofs of the Connes-Moscovici
index theorem ([15]) were subsequently reﬁned in [26] and [7], [8]. We give a very
brief recollection as in [6].
In this section we let  A,H,D be a QC  ﬁnitely summable spectral triple.
Deﬁne B A  B H to be the algebra of polynomials generated by δn a and
δn D, a for a  A and n  0. The spectral triple has discrete dimension spectrum
Sd  C if Sd is a discrete set such that for all b  B A the zeta function Trace b 1	
D2 z is deﬁned and holomorphic for large Re z and analytically continues to
C
Sd. The dimension spectrum is simple if the zeta function has poles of order at
most one for all b  B A. The dimension spectrum is ﬁnite if there is a k  N such
that the zeta function has poles of order at most k for all b  B A. The dimension
spectrum is inﬁnite if it is not ﬁnite.
We ﬁx some convenient notation: for k  Nn let k  k1 	 . . .	 km and
α k 
1
k1!k2!    km! k1 	 1 k1 	 k2 	 2     k 	m
.
Deﬁne the numbers  σn,j and σn,j by the identities
n 1
j0
 z 	 j 	
1
2
 
n
j0
zj σn,j, n 1
j0
 z 	 j 
n
j0
σn,j.
For an operator T : H  H write T n  D2, D2,    , D2, T      for the n-th
iterated commutator of T with D2. The real number
q  infk  R : Trace  1	D2 k2   
is called the spectral dimension of  A,H,D. The spectral triple is said to have
isolated spectral dimension if for all elements b of the form
b  a0D, a1k1    D, amkm 1	D2 m2  k, aj  A (1.3.8)
the zeta functions
ζb z 
1 q
2
  Trace b 1	D2 z 1 q2 
have analytic continuations to a deleted neighborhood of z  1 q
2
. For a spectral
triple  A,H,D with isolated spectral dimension we deﬁne functionals τj on elements
b of the form  1.3.8,
τj b  resz 1 q
2

 z 
1 q
2
j  ζb z 
1 q
2


.
Let L  x	 iy : 0  x  1
2
, y  R, and Rs λ   λ  1	 s
2 	D2 1. We deﬁne
the function-valued  b, B-cocycles φrm as follows. For m odd and r  0 we put
φrm a0, a1, . . . , am

2
Γ m1
2

 
0
sm Trace

1
2πi

L
λ 
q
2
 ra0Rs λD, a1Rs λ    D, amRs λ dλ

ds.
(1.3.9)
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For m even and r   1
2
we put
φrma0, a1, . . . , am
m2!
m!
 
 
0
2m 1sm Trace

γ
1
2πi
 
L
λ
q
2
ra0RsλD, a1Rsλ    D, amRsλ dλ

ds.
(1.3.10)
Theorem 1.3.15. Let A,H,D be an odd ﬁnitely summable QC spectral triple
with spectral dimension q 	 1. Let N    q
2
 and u 
 A unitary.
(i) IndexPuP   1
2πi
resz 1 q
2
2N1
oddm1 φ
r
mChmu

. The sum has at most
a simple pole at r  1q
2
. The complex function-valued cochain φrm2N1oddm1
is a b, B-cocycle modulo functions holomorphic in a half-plane containing
r  1q
2
(ii)
IndexPuP  
1
2πi
resz 1 q
2

 2N1	
oddm1
2N1m	
k0
k m 1
2	
j0
1k mαkΓm 1
2

σk m 1
2
,j
r  1 q
2
jTrace

uD, uk1	D, uk2	    D, ukm	1D2m2 kr  1 q2

(iii) If A,H,D has isolated spectral dimension, then
IndexPuP   1
2πi
2N1	
oddm0
φmChmu
where
φma0, . . . , am  resr 1 q
2
φrma0, . . . , am 

2πi
2N1m	
k0
1kαk

k m 1
2	
j0

σk m 1
2
,jτj

a0D, a1k1	    D, amkm	1D2k m2

and φm2N1oddm1 is a b, B-cocycle.
Theorem 1.3.16. Let A,H,D be an even ﬁnitely summable QC spectral triple
with spectral dimension q 	 1. Let N    q 1
2
 and p 
 A a self-adjoint projection.
(i) IndexpD p  resz 1 q
2
2N
evenm0 φ
r
mChmp

. The sum has at most a
simple pole at r  1q
2
. The complex function-valued cochain φrm2Nevenm0 is a
b, B-cocycle modulo functions holomorphic in a half-plane containing r  1q
2
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(ii)
Index pD p 
resr 1 q
2
 
 2N
evenm0
2Nm
k0
k m
2
j1
 1k 
m
2 α kσk m
2
,j
 r 
1 q
2
jTrace

γ 2p 1D, pk1D, pk2    D, pkm
 1D2m2 kr  1 q2

(iii) If  A,H,D has isolated spectral dimension then
Index pD p 
2N
meven 0
φm Chm u
where φ0 a0  resr 1 q
2
φr0 a0  τ1 γa0 and for m 	 2
φm a0, . . . , am  resr 1 q
2
φrm a0, . . . , am 
2Nm
k0
 1kα k

k m
2
j1
σk m
2
,jτj1

γa0D, a1k1    D, amkm 1D2k m2

and  φm
2N
evenm0 is a  b, B-cocycle.
Theorem 1.3.17. For a QC ﬁnitely summable spectral triple with isolated spectral
dimension, the functionals  φmmP,P 2,...,2NP , P  0, 1, is a  b, B-cocycle that
represents the Chern character. We call this  b, B-cocycle the residue cocycle.
Equivariant Chern character
This section contains some prerequisite material from [10] on the equivariant Chern
character (as the JLO cocycle) in entire cyclic cohomology. Our terminology will
diﬀer slightly from that of [10], e.g. we will speak of the spectral triple directly
rather than the Fredholm module.
Deﬁnition 1.3.18. Let G be a compact Lie group. A G-equivariant θ-summable
spectral triple  A,H, D is a spectral triple (as in Deﬁnition 1.3.8) satisfying addi-
tionally
(i) A is a unital G-algebra, i.e. τ : G 
 Aut A is an action by continuous
automorphisms,
(ii) H is a graded Hilbert space with grading operator γ, and ρ : G 
 B H
is a unitary group representation, with induced G-action on B H given by
ρ g P   ρ gPρ g
1,
(iii) A is represented on H as μ : A 
 B H, and μ is even-graded and G-
equivariant, i.e. μ τ ga  ρ g a,
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(iv) D is an unbounded odd-graded self-adjoint G-invariant operator, Dρ g 
ρ gD for each g  G,
(v) Trace e D2  .
The G-equivariant Θ-summable spectral triple  A,H, D is p-summable if the
last condition of the deﬁnition is replaced by  D  i 1  Lp H.
We now recall the G-equivariant entire cyclic cohomology. Let
CnG  HomG A n1, C G,
where CnG  0 for n  0. There is an induced G-action τ on CnG,
τ gφ a0, . . . , an h  φ τ g1a0, . . . , τ g1an g1hg.
The coboundary operators  b, B are the same as in the previous section. The G-
equivariant cyclic cohomology groups of A are then deﬁned as
HCnG A  Hn C,, b, B
where Cn,m  Cnm is the  b, B-bicomplex.
We have the even G-equivariant cochains CevenG   φ2nnN : φ2n  C2nG  A	 and
the odd G-equivariant cochains CoddG   φ2n1nN : φ2n1  C2n1G  A	. An even
cochain is called entire if the radius of convergence of
 
n
φ2nzn
n!
is inﬁnity. Likewise
an odd cochain is entire if the radius of convergence of
 
n
φ2n 1zn
n!
. We denote the
set of entire cochains CG Aent. The G-equivariant entire cyclic cohomology of A is
the cohomology of the short complex
CevenG  Aent CoddG  Aent CevenG  Aent......................................................................... .......................................
Deﬁnition 1.3.19. The equivariant Chern character chG  A,H, D  chGk  D	k	0
is deﬁned by
chGk  D a0, a1, . . . , ak g


Δk
Traces a0es1D2
D, a1es2s1D2
D, a2    esksk1
D, ake1skD2g ds.
(1.3.11)
Let M be an even-dimensional spin manifold and G a connected compact Lie
group acting on M by Riemannian isometries. Let D denote the invariant Dirac
operator, i.e. commuting with the isometries. Let g  G and denote by M g  x 
M : gx  x	 the corresponding ﬁxed-point submanifold. We recall the two central
quantities Ω and Θ from [10]. The matrix Ω of diﬀerential forms refers simply to
the curvature matrix (for the Riemannian connection), which can be decomposed
into a tangential and normal part, Ω
 and Ω, respectively, with respect to the
submanifold M g. The skew-symmetric real matrix Θ expresses locally the action by
g (in terms of rotation angles). We refer to [10] for the details. The main results we
will use from [10] are the following. One introduces a parameter t to replace D2 with
tD2 and obtains an equivariant entire cyclic cocycle chG  

tD  chGk  

tD	k	0.
This cocycle is cohomologous to chG in the equivariant entire cyclic cohomology (cf.
[10, Remark 2.6 (iii)]). The main result is
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Theorem 1.3.20. [10] The equivariant Chern character of the invariant Dirac op-
erator in the equivariant cyclic cohomology is given by
lim
t 0 
chGk  

tD f0, . . . , fk g  1
k! 2πik2
 
Mg
f0df1  df2      dfk
A TM g  Pf 2 sinh  Ω
4π
 iΘ
2
 ν M g1,
(1.3.12)
where k is even, g  G, fi  C M and M g is the ﬁxed-point set that is the disjoint
union of a ﬁnite number of even-dimensional totally geodesic submanifolds of M .
1.4 Bundle theory
The material here can be found in [18], [33], [30], [21] and [22].
Continuous ﬁelds
Deﬁnition 1.4.1 (Continuous ﬁeld of C*-algebras). Let X be a compact Hausdorﬀ
space. A continuous ﬁeld of C*-algebras (cf. [18, 10.3.1]) is a collection of C*-
algebras  DxxX together with a distinguished set Γ  Γ  DxxX 	

xX Dx, the
set of sections, satisfying
(i) Γ is a linear subspace
(ii) For each point x  X the set 
y x : y  Γ is dense in Dx
(iii) For each section y  Γ the function x  y x is continuous
(iv) For any element y  xX Dx, if for every x  X and   0 there exists an
element y  Γ such that y x y x   throughout some neighborhood of
x, then y  Γ.
The C*-algebra Γ  DxxX, with pointwise product, involution and the norm y 
supxX y x, is the algebra of continuous sections of the continuous ﬁeld  DxxX ,
and each Dx is called a ﬁber of the continuous ﬁeld.
Example 1.4.2 (Trivial ﬁeld). Let A be a C*-algebra and X a compact Hausdorﬀ
space. Consider Γ  C X  A 	xX A. This deﬁnes the trivial continuous ﬁeld
corresponding to A over the compact space X.
Bundles
The next notion removes the requirement of compactness of the base space and also
makes it more viable to study various product structures in this setting (e.g. tensor
products, crossed products by actions etc.). When the base space X is compact, a
continuous ﬁeld and a C*-bundle are essentially equivalent.
Deﬁnition 1.4.3. A C*-bundle ([33, 1.1]) over the locally compact Hausdorﬀ space
X is a triple D   X, πx : D  Dx, D where D is a C*-algebra, the bundle algebra,
and for each x  X, Dx is a C*-algebra, the ﬁber, satisfying
(i) For each x  X, πx : D  Dx is a *-epimorphism
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(ii) For each y   D, y  supx X πxy
(iii) For each f   CX and y   D, there is an element fy   D for which πxfy 
fxπxy
(iv) The bundle is continuous if in addition: for each y   D the function x 
πxy is an element of C0X.
Example 1.4.4. The trivial C*-bundle is X, ev, C0X,A with each ﬁber being
Ax  A, and the morphism is just evaluation at x   X, evxf  fx for f  
C0X,A.
Given a continuous C*-bundle D  X, π,D and another C*-algebra B, there
are natural C*-bundles D  B and D max B, with bundle algebras D  B and
D max B, respectively.
Suppose a continuous C*-bundle D  X, π,D is given and let G be a locally
compact group. For each x   X, let αx : G 	 AutDx, g  α
x
g , be a continuous
action by *-automorphisms. If for each a   D and g   G there is an element
αga   D such that πxαga  α
x
gπxa, then 
α
xx X is called a continuous
ﬁeld of actions of G and α is said to be a continuous action of G on the bundle
algebra D, g  αg. We also say that G acts ﬁbrewise. Consequently, for each x   X,
πx : D 	 Dx is a G-homomorphism and so we get natural a homomorphism π
G,r
x :
DαG 	 Dxαx,rG. Hence we get the crossed product C*-bundle X, π
G,r, Dα
G. Continuity is not present in general, though the upper semi-continuity of these
C*-bundles is dealt with similarly to the tensor product bundles.
Lemma 1.4.5. ([33, Remark 2.6.2]) Let A  X, πx : A 	 Ax be a continu-
ous C*-bundle and G be an amenable group acting ﬁbrewise αx : G 	 AutAx
continuously. Then Aα G is a continuous C*-bundle.
C0 X-algebras
Deﬁnition 1.4.6. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorﬀ space. A C*-algebra B is
called a C0X-algebra (cf. [30, 1.5]) if there is a non-degenerate *-homomorphism
ΦB : C0X 	 ZMB. For each x   X, letting Ix  
f   C0X : fx  0 be
the ideal of functions vanishing at x, then IxB  B is an ideal, and the quotient
Bx  BIxB is called the ﬁber over x. The quotient map qx : B 	 Bx is called
the evaluation map at x   X.
A *-homomorphism ϕ : A 	 B between two C0X-algebras is ﬁber wise if
ϕ  ΦA  ΦB  ϕ. In this case ϕ induces *-homomorphism ϕx : Ax 	 Bx for each
x   X.
An action by a locally compact group α : G 	 AutB is a ﬁber wise action if
αg : B 	 B is ﬁber wise. The crossed product BαG is also a C0X-algebra with
ΦBαG  ι  ΦB where ι : ZMB 	 ZMB α G is the canonical embedding.
Let f : Y 	 X be a continuous map between locally compact spaces. The pull-
back construction gives a C0X-algebra structure on C0Y , since f
 : C0X 	
CbY  and CbY   ZMC0Y , we let ΦC0Y  : C0X 	 ZMC0Y , ΦC0Y k 
fk be the pointwise multiplication operator by the pullback
ΦC0Y kh  f
kh
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for k   C0X, h   C0Y .
Given a C0X-algebra B, a locally compact space Y and f : Y  X a contin-
uous map, the pullback f B of B along f is the C0Y -algebra
f B  C0Y  C0 X B. (1.4.1)
The balanced tensor product in 1.4.1 is by deﬁnition the quotient of C0Y   B
by the ideal generated by
ΦC0 Y kg  b	 g  ΦBkb
 
  g   C0Y , b   B, k   C0X
.
The C0Y -algebra structure on f
B is pointwise multiplication on the left, Φf  B :
C0Y   ZMf
B, Φf  Bhg  b  hg  b, for h, g   C0Y  and b   B.
Note that the ﬁber fBy over y   Y is isomorphic to Bf y. Indeed, the iso-
morphism fBy  Bf y is induced by the map C0Y   B  Bf y, f  b 
fyπf yb, whereas the inverse map is induced by B  1B MC0Y B 
MC0Y  C0 X B Mf
By.
RKK-theory
Deﬁnition 1.4.7 (RKK-groups). Let A and B be two C0X-algebras. Add the fol-
lowing additional requirement to Kasparov modules: Kasparov modules E, φ, F   
E
iA,B are to satisfy: fa  e  b  a  e  fb for any f   C0X, a   A, b   B and
e   E. Then proceed as in Deﬁnition 1.2.4 to deﬁne RKKiX;A,B by considering
such Kasparov modules modulo the homotopy equivalence relation.
Connes-Thom-Kasparov isomorphism
Theorem 1.4.8. Let A be a C0X-algebra and α : R
n  AutA a ﬁbrewise
action. There exists an invertible element
tα   RKK
nX;A,Aα R
n.
Hence A and Aα R
n are RKK-equivalent with dimension shift n mod 2.
RKK-ﬁbrations
Recall that Δp denotes the standard p-simplex.
Deﬁnition 1.4.9. A C0X-algebra B is called a KK-ﬁbration if for every positive
integer p, every continuous map f : Δp  X and every element v   Δp the
evaluation map
qv : f
B  Bf v
is a KK-equivalence.
Deﬁnition 1.4.10. A C0X-algebra B is called an RKK-ﬁbration if for every posi-
tive integer p, every continuous map f : Δp  X and every element v   Δp, fB
is RKKΔp; , -equivalent to CΔp, Bf v.
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Remark 1.4.11. Given a C*-algebra A, the canonical C0 X-algebra B  C0 X
A is an RKK-ﬁbration. Indeed, given f : Δp  X and v  Δp, the pullback
f  B  C Δp C0 X C0 X  A
is C Δp-linearly *-isomorphic to C Δp, Bf v  C Δ
p  Bf v  C Δ
p  A by
the map
h g  a  ΦC Δp gh a  f
 gh a,
where h  C Δp, g  C0 X and a  A. This implies the required RKK Δ
p; 	, 	-
equivalence.
Note also that the property of being an RKK-ﬁbration is preserved under RKK-
equivalence.
The following observation ([22, Remark 1.4]) will be useful.
Lemma 1.4.12. An RKK-ﬁbration is a KK-ﬁbration.
Proof. Suppose B is an RKK-ﬁbration, let f : Δp  X and v  Δp. Concisely
put, we get the following comutative diagram in the KK category in which all arrows
but the right vertical arrow are already known to be isomorphisms
C Δp, Bf v
r
 f B
evv
 
 

 
 
qv
Bf v 
r v
Bf v
It follows immediately from the commutative diagram that the right vertical arrow
qv must be an isomorphism as well.
1.5 C*-correspondences and Cuntz-Pimsner alge-
bras
We collect the basic concepts regarding Cuntz-Pimsner algebras following mainly
[32] (see also [42]).
Deﬁnition 1.5.1. Given a C*-algebra A, we say X is a C*-correspondence over A
when X is a (right) Hilbert A-module with a given *-homomorphism ϕX : A 
L X called the left action. We write  X,A for a C*-correspondence.
Any C*-algebra A is a C*-correspondence over itself, by letting ϕA : A  L A
be the left multiplication operator. This is called the identity correspondence.
Given two C*-correspondences  X,A and  Y,A, we can deﬁne a correspondence
XY over A by considering the internal tensor product Hilbert C*-module XϕY Y
and deﬁning ϕXY : A  L X ϕY Y , ϕXY  a ξ  η  ϕX aξ  η, for a  A,
ξ  X and η  Y . This gives the C*-correspondence  X  Y,A.
Given a C*-correspondence  X,A and n  N, we denote X0  A, X1  X
and X n1  X Xn.
Deﬁnition 1.5.2. A representation of a C*-correspondence  X,A on a C*-algebra
B is a pair  π, t consisting of a *-homomorphism π : A  B and a linear map
t : X  B such that
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(i) t ξ t η  π ξ, η, for ξ, η  X,
(ii) π at ξ  t ϕX aξ for a  A, ξ  X.
A representation  π, t is said to be injective if the *-homomorphism π is injective.
The C*-algebra C  π, t is by deﬁnition the C*-algebra generated by the images
π A and t X in B. The universal representation (which can be obtained by taking
the direct sum of suﬃciently many representations) is denoted  πX , tX. We deﬁne
TX  C  πX , tX.
Given a representation  π, t on B of a C*-correspondence  X,A, one deﬁnes a
*-homomorphism ψt : K X  B by ψt θξ,η  t ξt η  for ξ, η  X.
For every representation  π, t there is by universality a natural surjection ρ :
TX  C  π, t with π  ρ 	 πX and t  ρ 	 tX .
Let  X,A be a C*-correspondence. We deﬁne an ideal JX 
 A by
JX  ϕ
 1
X  K X ker ϕX  a  A : ϕX a  K X and ab  0 for all b  kerϕX.
A representation  π, t is said to be covariant if π a  ψt ϕX a for all a  JX .
Deﬁnition 1.5.3. Let  X,A be a C*-correspondence and denote by  πX , tX the
universal covariant representation. Deﬁne OX  C πX , tX.
Recall that given a C*-correspondence  Y,B, its multiplier bimodule M Y  is
by deﬁnition M Y   LB B, Y , which together with M B naturally constitutes
the C*-correspondence  M Y ,M B.
Deﬁnition 1.5.4. Let  X,A and  Y,B be C*-correspondences. A correspondence
homomorphism  ψ, π :  X,A   M Y ,M B consists of a *-homomorphism
π : A  M B and linear map ψ : X  M Y  preserving the correspondence
operations.
A correspondence homomorphism  ψ, π :  X,A   M Y ,M B is called
Cuntz-Pimsner covariant if ψ X  MB Y , π is nondegenerate, π JX  M B; JY 
and φB 	π  ψ
1 	φA, where φA and φB denote the respective left actions, and ψ
1
denotes the induced map ψ1 : K X  L Y , ψ1 θξ,η  ψ ξψ η.
Let n  N and Xn be the tensor product C*-correspondence, denote by ϕn :
A  L Xn the natural left action. For each ξ  Xn and m  N deﬁne the
operator τnm ξ  L Xm, Xnm, τnm ξη  ξ  η. The Fock space is the Hilbert
A-module F X   n0Xn. The Fock representation is given by the pair  ϕ	, τ	
where ϕ	 : A  L F X, ϕ	 a 
 
m ϕm a, and τ	 : X  L F X,
τ	 ξ 
 
m τ
1
m ξ. The set F XJX is a Hilbert JX-module and K F XJX is
an ideal in L F X, let  ϕ, τ denote the composition of  ϕ	, τ	 with the quo-
tient map L F X  L F XK F XJX. It follows that  ϕ, τ is a covariant
representation of X. It is an important fact that  ϕ	, τ	 and  ϕ, τ are injective
representations.
For a representation  π, t of X we set I
 
π,t  a  A : π a  ψt K X.
A representation  π, t is said to admit a gauge action if for each z  T there
exists a *-homomorphism βz : C
 π, t  C π, t such that βz π a  π a and
βz t ξ  zt ξ for all a  A and ξ  X. The following are the gauge invariant
uniqueness theorems, which are quite useful for providing explicit realizations of the
algebras.
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Theorem 1.5.5. For a representation  π, t of X the surjection ρ : TX  C  π, t
is an isomorphism if and only if  π, t satisﬁes I
 
 π,t  0 and admits a gauge action.
Theorem 1.5.6. For a covariant representation  π, t of a C*-correspondence X,
the *-homomorphism ρ : OX  C π, t is an isomorphism if and only if  π, t is
injective and admits a gauge action.
Corollary 1.5.7. The representations  ϕ, τ and  ϕ, τ are universal, that is, we
have natural isomorphisms C ϕ, τ  TX and C ϕ, τ  OX .
Crossed products of C*-correspondences by coactions
This material is mainly from the recent paper [29].
Deﬁnition 1.5.8. A coaction of a locally compact group G on a C*-correspondence
 X,A is a nondegenerate correspondence homomorphism
 σ, δ :  X,A   M X  C G,M A C G
such that
(i) δ : A  M A C G is a coaction,
(ii)  σ  1σ   1 δGσ, (coaction identity)
(iii)  1 C Gσ X  X  C G, (nondegeneracy)
Let jX   1  λσ : X  M X  K L
2 G and jAG  1 M : C0 G 
M X K L2 G.
The crossed product of X by the coaction of G is deﬁned as
X σ G  span	jX Xj
A
G C0 G
  M X K L
2 G.
We get the crossed product C*-correspondence  X σ G,A δ G, and  jX , jA :
 X,A   M X σ G,M Aδ G is a correspondence homomorphism.
Let  σ, δ be a coaction of G on a correspondence  X,A. Then the canonical
correspondence homomorphism  jX , jA :  X,A   M X σ G,M A δ G is
Cuntz-Pimsner covariant if and only if
jA JX M Aδ G; JXσG.
Moreover, if  σ, δ is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant, then there is a unique coaction ζ :
OX  M OX  C G such that  kX  1, kA  1   σ, δ  ζ   kX , kA.
Theorem 1.5.9. Let  σ, δ be a Cuntz-Pimsner covariant coaction of G on a cor-
respondence  X,A and let ζ be the associated coaction on OX . If the canonical
correspondence homomorphism  jX , jA is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant, then
OX ζ G  OXσG.
There is an analogous development for C*-correspondences associated to crossed
products by actions ([25]), but we omit it from the presentation as we do not make
use of it later. However, the results we will consider, namely deformation of the
C*-correspondence and the resulting deformed Cuntz-Pimsner algebra, work analo-
gously for C*-correspondences of crossed products by actions.
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Part II
Deformation and K-theory
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Chapter 2
Cocycle deformation
We develop an approach to deformation of operator algebras that generalizes Kasprzak’s
approach to Rieﬀel deformation. Given a coaction δ of a locally compact group G on
a C*-algebra A and a T-valued Borel 2-cocycle ω on G, we deﬁne a deformation Aω
of A. Among other properties of Aω we show that the stabilization Aω  KL
2G
is canonically isomorphic to the twisted crossed product A δ  G  δ,ω G. We also
show an invariance result in K-theory for the deformation.
2.1 Deformation of algebras
Let G be a second countable locally compact group. Denote by Z2G;T the set of
T-valued Borel 2-cocycles on G, so ω  Z2G;T is a Borel function G  G  T
such that
ωg, hωgh, k  ωg, hkωh, k.
For every cocycle ω consider also the cocycles ω˜ and ω¯ deﬁned by
ω˜g, h  ωh 1, g 1 and ω¯g, h  ωg, h.
Deﬁne operators λωg and ρ
ω˜
g on L
2G by 1
λωg  ω˜g
 1, 	λg, ρ
ω˜
g  ω˜	, gρg.
Then
λωgλ
ω
h  ωg, hλ
ω
gh, ρ
ω˜
g ρ
ω˜
h  ω˜g, hρ
ω˜
gh and 
λ
ω
g , ρ
ω˜
h  0 for all g, h  G.
Fix now a cocycle ω  Z2G;T and consider a coaction δ of G on a C -algebra
A. Assume ﬁrst that the cocycle ω is continuous. In this case the functions ω˜	, g
belong to the multiplier algebra of C0G, so we can deﬁne a new twisted dual action
1The operators λωg and ρ
ω˜
g are more commonly deﬁned by λ
ω
g   λgωg,    ωg, g
 1λg and
ρω˜g   ρgω, g
 1   ωg, g 1ρg. With our deﬁnition some of the formulas will look better. If the
cocycle ω satisﬁes ωg, e   ωe, g   ωg, g 1   1 for all g  G, then the two deﬁnitions coincide,
that is to say ωh 1, g   ωg, g 1h, which follows by applying the cocycle identity for ω to the
triple h 1, g, g 1h. Any cocycle is cohomologous to a cocycle satisfying the above normalization
conditions, so in principle we could consider only such cocycles.
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δˆω on A  δ  G by letting δˆ
ω
g  Ad1  ρ
ω˜
g . In other words, if we consider ω˜ as a
multiplier of C0G  C0G, then
δˆωx  ω˜23δˆxω˜
 
23  ω˜23V23x 1V
 
23ω˜
 
23 MAK K.
For f  C0G we obviously have δˆ
ω1f  δˆ1f  1Δf. By the Landstad-
type duality result of Quigg and Vaes (see subsection on Duality results of section
1.1 of chapter 1) it follows that δˆω is the dual action on a crossed product Aω  δω  G
for some C -subalgebra Aω MA δ  G MAK and a coaction δ
ω of G, and
this subalgebra is deﬁned using slice maps applied to the image of A δ  G under the
homomorphism
ηω : A δ  GMAK K, η
ωx  W23ω˜23δˆxω˜
 
23W
 
23.
If the cocycle ω is only assumed to be Borel, it is not clear whether the action
δˆω is well-deﬁned. Nevertheless, the homomorphism ηω : A δ GMAK K
deﬁned above still makes sense. Therefore we can give the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.1.1. The ω-deformation of a C -algebra A equipped with a coaction
δ of G is the C -subalgebra Aω MAK generated by all elements of the form
ι ι ϕηωδa  ι ι ϕAdW23ω˜23δa  1,
where a  A and ϕ  K .
This generalizes the approach of Kasprzak. In case we want to stress that the
deformation is deﬁned using the coaction δ, we will write Aδ,ω instead of Aω.
Note that if we considered elements of the form ιιϕηωx for all x  A δ  G,
this would not change the algebra Aω, since η
ω1 f  1 1 f .
In order to get an idea about the structure of Aω consider the C
 -algebra
C r G,ω generated by operators of the form
λωf 
 
G
fgλωg dg, f  L
1G.
When necessary we denote by λω the identity representation of C r G,ω on L
2G.
A simple computation shows that
Wω˜λg  1ω˜
 W    λωg  λ
ω¯
g . (2.1.1)
The map g 	 λωg  λ
ω¯
g therefore deﬁnes a representation of G on L
2G 
 G that
is quasi-equivalent to the regular representation, so it deﬁnes a representation of
C r G. Denote this representation by λ
ω   λω¯. We can then write
ηωδa  ι λω   λω¯δa for a  A.
Since the image of C r G under λ
ω   λω¯ is contained in MC r G,ω  C
 
r G, ω¯,
we see in particular that Aω MA C
 
r G,ω.
Example 2.1.2. Assume the group G is discrete. Denote by Ag  A the spectral
subspace corresponding to g  G, so Ag consists of all elements a  A such that
δa  a λg. The spaces Ag, g  G, span a dense -subalgebra A  A. By (2.1.1),
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if a   Ag then η
ωδa  aλωgλ
ω¯
g . Thus the linear span of elements ιιϕη
ωδa,
with a   A and ϕ   K , coincides with the linear span Aω of elements a λωg , with
a   Ag and g   G. The space Aω is already a -algebra and Aω is the closure of
Aω in A C r G,ω. In particular, we see that for discrete groups our deﬁnition of
ω-deformation is equivalent to that of Yamashita, see [62, Proposition 2].
The following theorem is the ﬁrst principal result of this section.
Theorem 2.1.3. The C -algebra Aω MAK coincides with the norm closure
of the linear span of elements of the form ι ιϕηωδa, where a   A and ϕ   K .
While proving this theorem we will simultaneously obtain a description of AωK.
We need to introduce more notation in order to formulate the result.
In addition to λω we have another equivalent representation ρω of C r G,ω on
L2G that maps λωg  MC
 
r G,ω into ρ
ω
g .
Given an action α of G on a C -algebra B, the reduced twisted crossed product
is deﬁned by
B α,ω G  αB1 ρωC r G,ω  MB K.
The reduced twisted crossed product has a dual coaction, which we again denote by
αˆ, deﬁned by
αˆx  W  23x 1W23, so αˆαb  αb  1, αˆ1 ρ
ω
g   1 ρ
ω
g  λg.
The last ingredient that we need is the well-known fact that the cocycles ω˜ and
ω¯ are cohomologous. Explicitly,
ω˜g, h  ω¯g, hvgvhvgh 1, where vg  ωg 1, gωe, e.
This follows from the cocycle identities
ωh 1, g 1ωh 1g 1, gh  ωh 1, hωg 1, gh, ωg 1, ghωg, h  ωg 1, gωe, h;
recall also that ωe, h  ωe, e for all h, which follows from the cocycle identity
applied to e, e, h.
We can now formulate our second principal result.
Theorem 2.1.4. Put ug  ωg 1, gωe, e. Then the map
Ad1Wω˜1 1 u : Aδ  Gδˆ,ω G	MAK K
deﬁnes an isomorphism Aδ  Gδˆ,ω G 
 Aω K.
For discrete groups the fact that the C-algebras Aω and A δ  G δˆ,ω G are
strongly Morita equivalent was observed by Yamashita [62, Corollary 15].
Proof of Theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. Denote by θ the map in the formulation of The-
orem 2.1.4. In order to compute its image, observe ﬁrst that since
¯˜ωh, g  ωh, guhuguhg 1,
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we have
uρωg u
    ugρ
¯˜ω
g .
Next, it is straightforward to check that Wω˜ commutes with 1  ρ
¯˜ω
g . We thus see
that θ acts as
δa  1  ηωδa, 1Δf  1 1 f, 1 1 ρωg  1 1 uρ
ω
g u
 .
In particular, we see that the image of the C -subalgebra
1ΔC0G1 1 ρωC r G,ω  C0G Ad ρ,ω G
of MAδ  Gδˆ,ω G is
1 1 uC0GC r G,ωu
    1 1K.
Therefore 1  1  K is a nondegenerate C -subalgebra of MθA δ  G δˆ,ω G 	
MAK K. It follows that there exists a uniquely deﬁned C -subalgebra A1 	
MAK such that
θAδ  Gδˆ,ω G   A1 K.
By deﬁnition of crossed products and the above computation of θ we then have
A1 K   ηωδA1 1K.
Applying the slice maps ι ιϕ we conclude that the closed linear span of elements
of the form ι  ι  ϕηωδa coincides with the C -algebra A1. This ﬁnishes the
proof of both theorems.
Theorem 2.1.4 essentially reduces the study of ω-deformations to that of (twisted)
crossed products. As a simple illustration let us prove the following result that reﬁnes
and generalizes [62, Proposition 14].
Proposition 2.1.5. Assume we are given two exterior equivalent coactions δ and
δX of G on a C
 -algebra A. Then Aδ,ω K  AδX ,ω K.
Proof. Since δ and δX are exterior equivalent, we have Aδ  G, δˆ  AδX
 G, δˆX,
and hence Aδ  Gδˆ,ω G  AδX
 GδˆX ,ω G.
Note that for continuous cocycles this result is also a consequence of the following
useful fact combined with the Takesaki-Takai duality.
Proposition 2.1.6. If the cocycle ω is continuous, then any two exterior equivalent
coactions have exterior equivalent twisted dual actions. More precisely, assume X 

MA  C r G is a 1-cocycle for a coaction δ of G on A. Then the element U  
X12ω˜23X
 
12ω˜
 
23 
MAKC0G is a 1-cocycle for the action δˆ
ω
X of G on AδX
 G,
and the isomorphism AdX : Aδ  G AδX
 G intertwines δˆω with δˆωXU .
Proof. Denote by Ψ the isomorphism AdX : Aδ  G AδX
 G and put
Y   1ω˜ 
M1C0GC0G 	MAδ  GC0GMAδX
 GC0G.
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Then U   Ψ  ιY Y    MA δX
 G  C0G. In order to show that U is a
1-cocycle for δˆωX , observe ﬁrst that
Y  1δˆX  ιY    ι ιΔY ω˜34, (2.1.2)
which is simply the cocycle identity for ω˜. We also have the same identity for δˆ.
Furthermore, since Ψ intertwines δˆ with δˆX , we also get
Ψ ιY   1δˆX  ιΨ ιY    ι ιΔΨ ιY ω˜34.
Multiplying this identity by the adjoint of (2.1.2) we obtain
Ψ ιY   1δˆX  ιUY
   1   ι ιΔU.
Since δˆωX   Y δˆXY
 , this is exactly the cocycle identity
U  1δˆX  ιU   ι ιΔU.
Since δˆω   Y δˆY  , δˆωX   Y δˆXY
  and Ψ intertwines δˆ with δˆX , we immedi-
ately see that Ψ intertwines δˆω with Ψ ιY δˆXΨ ιY 
    UδˆωXU
 .
We ﬁnish the section with the following simple observation.
Proposition 2.1.7. Assume ω1, ω2  Z
2G;T are cohomologous cocycles. Then
Aω1  Aω2.
Proof. By assumption there exists a Borel function v : G	 T such that
ω˜1g, h   ω˜2g, hvgvhvgh
 1,
that is, ω˜1   ω˜2v  vΔv
. Note that then λω1g   vg
 1vλω2g v
. Using that
WΔvW    1 v and that W commutes with v  1, for any operator x on L2G
we get
Wω˜1x 1ω˜

1W
   v  vWω˜2x 1ω˜

2W
v  v.
This shows that
ηω1   Ad1 v  vηω2 ,
which in turn gives Aω1   Ad1 vAω2.
2.2 Canonical and dual coactions
By the Landstad-type result of Quigg and Vaes the twisted dual action δˆω, when
it is deﬁned, is dual to some coaction. The action δˆω is apparently not always
well-deﬁned on Aδ  G. Nevertheless the new coaction on Aω always makes sense.
Theorem 2.2.1. For any cocycle ω  Z2G;T and a coaction δ of G on a C-
algebra A we have:
(i) the formula δωx   W23x 1W

23 deﬁnes a coaction of G on Aω;
(ii) if the twisted dual action δˆω is well-deﬁned on AδG, then Aδ  G   Aω1 C0G
and the map ηω : Aδ  G	MAKK gives an isomorphism Aδ  G  Aωδω  G
that intertwines the twisted dual action δˆω on A δ  G with the dual action to δ
ω
on Aω δω  G.
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Proof. (i) We repeat the computations of Vaes in the proof [57, Theorem 6.7]. Since
W13W12   ι ΔˆW    W23W12W
 
23,
for x   ι ι ϕηωy, y  Aδ  G, we have
δωx   ι ι ϕ ιW24η
ωy  1W  24
  ι ι ϕ ιW24W23ω˜23δˆy  1ω˜
 
23W
 
23W
 
24
  ι ι ϕ ιW34W23W
 
34ω˜23δˆy  1ω˜
 
23W34W
 
23W
 
34
  ι ι ϕ ιW34η
ωy  1W  34.
From this one can easily see that the closure of δωAω11C
 
r G coincides with
Aω  C
 
r G, because K  1W 1 C
 
r G   K  C
 
r G and W
 K  C r G  
K  C r G. Since 1  W is a 1-cocycle for the trivial coaction on A  K (so
ι ΔˆW    W12W13), the identity ι Δˆδ
ω   δω  ιδω follows.
(ii) This is [57, Theorem 6.7] applied to the action δˆω.
The twisted dual action is well-deﬁned for continuous cocycles, but as the fol-
lowing result shows it can also be well-deﬁned even if the cocycle is only Borel.
Proposition 2.2.2. If δ is a dual coaction, then the twisted dual action δˆω of G on
Aδ  G is well-deﬁned for any ω  Z
2G;T.
Proof. By assumption we have A   B α G and δ   αˆ for some B and α. Then
Aδ  G   B α Gαˆ  G is the closure of
αB  11 ρ λΔˆC r G1 1 C0G MB K K.
We have to check that the inner automorphisms Ad11ρω˜g  of BKK deﬁne
a (continuous) action of G on this closure. Since these automorphisms act trivially
on αB  1, we just have to check that the automorphisms Ad1  ρω˜g  of K K
deﬁne an action on the C -algebra
ρ λΔˆC r G1 C0G  C
 
r G 
 G.
The operator V commutes with 1  ω˜	, g, and AdV   maps the above algebra
onto 1K. Hence Ad1 ω˜	, g, and therefore also Ad1 ρω˜g , is a well-deﬁned
automorphism of that algebra. Finally, the continuity of the action holds, since
any Borel homomorphism of G into a Polish group, such as the group AutK, is
automatically continuous.
For dual coactions it is, however, straightforward to describe the deformed alge-
bra, see [62, Example 8] for the discrete group case. In order to formulate the result,
deﬁne a unitary W ω on L2G
G by
W ωξg, h   ω˜g 1, hξg, g 1h.
In other words, if we let W G,ω   Cr G,ω
, then W ω  LG¯W G,ω  
LG;W G,ω and W ωg   λωg .
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Proposition 2.2.3. Assume α is an action of G on a C -algebra B. Consider the
dual coaction δ on A   B α G. Then for any ω  Z
2G;T the map
B α,ω G MB K K, x  W
ω 
23 x 1W
ω
23,
deﬁnes an isomorphism B α,ω G, αˆ 	 Aω, δ
ω.
Proof. First of all observe that by (2.1.1) we have
ηωδ1 ρg   1 ρg  λ
ω
g  λ
ω¯
g .
This implies that Aω is the closed linear span of elements of the form
δb  1
 
G
fg1 ρg  λ
ω
g dg,
where b  B and f  L1G. Using the easily veriﬁable identity
W ω ρωg  1W
ω   ρg  λ
ω
g ,
we get the required isomorphism
αB1 ρωC r G,ω  Aω, x  W
ω 
23 x 1W
ω
23.
In order to see that this isomorphism respects the coactions, we just have to check
that
δω1 ρg  λ
ω
g    1 ρg  λ
ω
g  λg,
that is, W λωg 1W
    λωg λg. But this follows immediately from W λg1W
   
λg  λg, since λ
ω
g is λg multiplied by a function that automatically commutes with
the ﬁrst leg of W .
Consider now an arbitrary coaction δ of G on a C -algebra A and choose two co-
cycles ω, ν  Z2G;T. Using the coaction δω on Aω we can deﬁne the ν-deformation
Aων of Aω.
Proposition 2.2.4. The map
Aων MAK K, x  W23ν˜
 
23x 1ν˜23W
 
23,
deﬁnes an isomorphism Aων 	 Aων. In particular, the map η
ωδ : AMAK
K deﬁnes an isomorphism A 	 Aωω¯.
Proof. For a  A and ϕ  K  consider the element
x   ι ι ϕηωδa   ι ι ϕι λω   λω¯δa  Aω.
Then
δωx   W23x 1W
 
23   ι ι ϕ ιW24ι λ
ω
  λω¯δa  1W  24.
Since W λωg  1W
    λωg  λg, as was already used in the proof of the previous
proposition, the above identity can be written as
δωx   ι ι ϕ ιι λω   λω¯  λδa.
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It follows that
ηνδω x   ι ι ϕ ι ι ι   λω   λω¯   λν   λν¯δ a.
Therefore  Aων is the closed linear span of elements of the form
 ι ι ϕ ι ψ ι   λω   λω¯   λν   λν¯δ a,
where a  A and ϕ, ψ  K .
Observe next that
Wν˜  λωνg  1ν˜W
   λωg  λ
ν
g ,
which is simply identity (2.1.1) for the cocycle ν¯ multiplied on the left by
ω˜ g 1, ν˜ g 1,   1.
It follows that the unitary
Σ23 ν˜W
  ν˜W Σ23 on L
2 G4,
where Σ is the ﬂip, intertwines the representation  λω   λω¯    λν   λν¯ of Cr  G
with the representation  λων   λω¯ν¯  1  1. Furthermore, for any y  Cr  G we
have
 Ad ν˜W  ι ϕ ι ψ  λω   λω¯   λν   λν¯ y  24  λ
ων
  λω¯ν¯ y  1 1,
where    ϕ ψ AdWν˜   K K. Therefore for any a  A we get
 Ad ν˜23W

23 ι ιϕ ιψ ι  λ
ω
 λω¯   λν λν¯δ a  35 η
ωνδ a11.
This shows that Ad ν˜23W

23 maps the algebra  Aων onto Aων 1, which proves the
ﬁrst part of the proposition. Then the second part also follows, since the deformation
of A by the trivial cocycle is equal to δ A.
2.3 K-theory
We say that two cocycles ω0, ω1  Z
2 G;T are homotopic if there exists a C 0, 1;T-
valued Borel 2-cocycle Ω on G such that ωi  Ω ,  i for i  0, 1. Our goal is to
show that under certain assumptions on G the deformed algebras Aω0 and Aω1 have
isomorphicK-theory. For this we will use the following slight generalization of invari-
ance under homotopy of cocycles of K-theory of reduced twisted group C-algebras,
proved in [20].
Theorem 2.3.1. Assume G satisﬁes the Baum-Connes conjecture with coeﬃcients.
Then for any action α of G on a C-algebra B and any two homotopic cocycles
ω0, ω1  Z
2 G;T, for the corresponding reduced twisted crossed products we have
K B 	α,ω0 G 
 K B 	α,ω1 G.
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The proof follows the same lines as that of [20, Theorem 1.9]. The starting point
is the isomorphism
K   B α,ω G  K   B Ad ρω¯ α G, x  ω

13V13xV

13ω13,
which maps ρω¯g   1   ρ
ω
g into 1   1   ρg. This is a particular case of the Packer-
Raeburn stabilization trick, see [49, Section 3]. Therefore instead of twisted crossed
products we can consider K   B Ad ρω¯ α G.
Now, given a homotopy Ω of cocycles, consider the action Ad ρΩ¯ of G on C0, 1	 
K deﬁned, upon identifying C0, 1	   K with C0, 1	;K, by Ad ρΩ¯g ft 

Ad ρω¯tg ft, where ωt 
 Ω, t.
Lemma 2.3.2 (cf. Proposition 1.5 in [20]). For any compact subgroup H  G and
any t  0, 1	, the restrictions of the actions Ad ρΩ¯ and id Ad ρω¯t to H are exterior
equivalent.
Note that this is easy to see for homotopies of the form ωt 
 ω0e
itc usually
considered in applications, where c is an R-valued Borel 2-cocycle. Indeed, by [40,
Theorem 2.3] the second cohomology of a compact group with coeﬃcients in R is
trivial, so there exists a Borel function b : H  R such that ch, h 
 bh bh
bhh. Extend b to a function on G as follows. Choose a Borel section s : GH  G
of the quotient map G  GH, g   g, such that s  e 
 e. Then put
bg 
 bs  g1g  cs  g, s  g1g  be.
A simple computation shows that cg, h 
 bg  bh  bgh for all g  G and
h  H. Then the unitaries uh  MC0, 1	  K deﬁned by uht 
 e
itbbh form
a 1-cocycle for the action Ad ρΩ¯H such that Aduhρ
Ω¯
h  
 id Ad ρ
ω¯0
h .
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. For every t  0, 1	 consider the evaluation map evt : C0, 1	 
K  B  K  B. It is G-equivariant with respect to the action Ad ρΩ¯   α of G on
C0, 1	 K  B and the action Ad ρω¯t  α of G on K  B. We claim that it induces
an isomorphism
evtG : KC0, 1	  K   B Ad ρΩ¯ α G  KK   B Ad ρω¯t α G.
By [20, Proposition 1.6] in order to show this it suﬃces to check that for every
compact subgroup H of G the map evt induces an isomorphism
evtH : KC0, 1	  K   B Ad ρΩ¯ α H  KK   B Ad ρω¯t α H.
By Lemma 2.3.2 the action Ad ρΩ¯ α of H on C0, 1	 K B is exterior equivalent
to the action id Ad ρω¯t   α, so that
C0, 1	  K   B Ad ρΩ¯ α H  C0, 1	   K   B Ad ρω¯t α H.
If the cocycle U 
 uhhH deﬁning the exterior equivalence is chosen such that
uht 
 1 for all h  H, then the corresponding homomorphism
C0, 1	   K   B Ad ρω¯t α H  K   B Ad ρω¯t α H
is simply the evaluation at t. Obviously, it deﬁnes an isomorphism in K-theory.
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Combining Theorems 2.1.4 and 2.3.1 we get the following result that generalizes
several earlier results in the literature [53, 62].
Corollary 2.3.3. Assume G satisﬁes the Baum-Connes conjecture with coeﬃcients.
Then for any coaction δ of G on a C -algebra A and any two homotopic cocycles
ω0, ω1   Z
2G;T, we have an isomorphism K Aω0  K Aω1.
We ﬁnish by noting that for some groups it is possible to prove a stronger result.
For example, generalizing Rieﬀel’s result for Rd [53] we have the following.
Proposition 2.3.4. If G is a simply connected solvable Lie group, then for any
coaction δ of G on a C -algebra A and any cocycle ω   Z2G;T we have K Aω 
K A.
Proof. By the stabilization trick and Connes’ Thom isomorphism we have KiAδ
 Gδˆ,ω G  Ki dimGAδ
 G  KiAδ  Gδˆ G  KiA.
2.4 Deformation of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras
As there are well-deﬁned notions of actions/coactions on C*-correspondences with
resulting crossed product C*-correspondences, it should be a natural question to
ask how deformation would relate to this picture. We shall consider a coaction
of a discrete group G with a 2-cocycle ω. The general idea is roughly: starting
with a C*-correspondence X,A equipped with a coaction, construct a new C*-
correspondence Xω, Aω - the deformed C*-correspondence. Concerning the Cuntz-
Pimsner algebra OX of the original C*-correspondence X,A, one gets a naturally
induced action/coaction from which one may construct the deformation OXω . On
the other hand we may consider the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OXω of the deformed
C*-correspondence Xω, Aω. An interesting question then is to relate OXω and
OXω as illustrated in the diagram:
X,A OX OXω
Xω, Aω OXω
....................................................................................................................................................
.Cuntz-Pimsner ....................................................................................................................
deformation
.......................................................................................................................
...
deformation
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
Cuntz-Pimsner
.......................................................................................................................
...
isomorphic ?
We aim to show that
OXω  OXω .
Coaction and deformation
Let X,A be a C*-correspondence endowed with a coaction σ, δ of a discrete
group G, meaning (see section 1.5)
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(i) δ : A   MAC r G is a coaction of G on A, i.e. a non-degenerate injective
*-homomorphism satisfying δ1δ  1δGδ and spanδA1C
 
r G 
A C r G,
(ii) σ : X   MX C r G is a coaction of G on X, i.e. a linear map satisfying
σ  1σ  1 δGσ and spanσX1 C
 
r G  X  C
 
r G,
(iii) σa 	 x  δa 	 σx, for a 
 A, x 
 X,
(iv) σx 	 b  σx 	 δa for b 
 A, x 
 X,
(v) δx, y  σx, σy, for x, y 
 X.
For each g 
 G the g-component of A is the subspace
Ag  a 
 A : δa  a λg.
Similarly the g-component of X is the subspace
Xg  x 
 X : σx  x λg.
Let ω 
 Z2G,T be a 2-cocycle. In the current setting (see Example 2.1.2) the
deformed algebra Aω can be identiﬁed as
Aω  spana λ
ω
g : g 
 G, a 
 Ag  A C
 G,ω.
According to this description of the deformed algebra, we give the following deﬁnition
of the twisted module
Xω  spanx λ
ω
g : g 
 G, x 
 Xg  X  C
 G,ω,
where X  C G,ω is the obvious external tensor product C*-module.
Lemma 2.4.1. Xω, Aω is a C*-correspondence.
Proof. First we show that the right Aω-action on Xω is well-deﬁned: Let a 
 Ag and
x 
 Xh, so that a λ
ω
g 
 Aω and x λ
ω
h 
 Xω. As σxa  σxδa  x λma
λg  xa  λhg it follows that xa 
 Xhg. Thus it is clear that x  λ
ω
ha  λ
ω
g  
xa  ωh, gλωhg belongs to Xω. It follows from this that Xω is a right Aω-module.
The left Aω-action on Xω is checked in a similar way.
Next, for the Aω-valued inner product on Xω: Let x 
 Xg and y 
 Xh, so that
x  λωg 
 Xω and y  λ
ω
h 
 Xh. Then δx, y  σx, σy  x  λg, y 
λh  x, y  λ
 
gλh  x, y  λg 1h shows that x, y 
 Xg 1h, and it follows that
x λωg , y  λ
ω
h  x, y  λ
ω
g
 λωh 
 Aω.
Recall that kX , kA is the universal covariant representation, kX : X   OX
and kA : A   OX , and OX  C kX , kA. The coaction σ, δ on X,A induces
naturally a coaction ζ : OX   MOX  C r G by
ζkXx  kX  1σx, ζkAa  kA  1δa,
for x 
 X, a 
 A. We get components
OXg  h 
 OX : ζh  h λg, g 
 G.
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If x   Xg then ζkXx  kXx  λg, which means that kXXg  OXg.
Likewise for a   Ag, ζkAa  kAa  λg so that kAAg  OXg.
The cocycle deformation OXω with respect to the coaction ζ and 2-cocycle ω,
can be identiﬁed with
OXω  spanw  λωg : g   G,w   OXg.
On the other hand we can consider the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OXω of our de-
formed C*-correspondence Xω, Aω. We denote the universal covariant representa-
tion kXω , kAω so that OXω  C kXω , kAω.
Theorem 2.4.2. There is an isomorphism OXω 	 OXω mapping
kXωx λ
ω
g  
 kXx  λ
ω
g , kAωa λ
ω
h 
 kAa  λ
ω
h ,
for x   Xg and a   Ah.
Proof. We deﬁne a covariant representation π, t of Xω, Aω on OXω . Namely,
let a   Ah and x   Xg, then π : Aω  OXω, πa  λωh  kAa  λωh , and
t : Xω  OXω, tx  λωg   kXx  λωg . That is, π  kA  1 and t  kX  1.
It should be clear from construction that C π, t  OXω. It is also clear that
π, t is an injective covariant representation, and moreover it admits a gauge action:
clearly from the standard gauge action γ for the universal covariant representation
kX , kA we get that γ1 serves as a gauge action for π, t. It then follows from the
gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem, [32, Theorem 6.4] that the natural surjection
OXω  OXω is an isomorphism. This is our claimed map.
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Chapter 3
Rieﬀel deformation and
KK-ﬁbrations
In the present chapter we specialize to abelian groups and continuous cocycles,
thereby considering the setup of Kasprzak. We will prove a K-theory isomorphism
using diﬀerent methods than those already considered, namely by using C0 X-
algebras and (R)KK-ﬁbrations.
3.1 Deformation by actions of abelian groups
We ﬁrst recall the Landstad-Quigg-Vaes theorem. Assume we are given an action
α of G on a C*-algebra B and a nondegenerate homomorphism π : C0 G 
M B such that α π f   π  ιΔ f. Put X   π  ι W  and consider the
homomorphism
η : B  M B K, η x  Xα xX .
Then the closed linear span A  M B of elements of the form  ι  ϕη x with
x  B and ϕ  K  is a C*-algebra, the formula δ a  X a1X  deﬁnes a coaction
of G on A, and η becomes an isomorphism B 	 A
δ  G that intertwines α with  δ. A
useful remark is that A M Bα. It also follows that the inverse of η : B  A
δ  G
is given by δ a 1 f  aπ f.
Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Recall the Fourier transform is
given by conjugation by the unitary operator U : L2 G  L2   G,  Uξ g  
G
ξ gχ¯ g dg, where we assume the Haar measure on G to be normalized. Let mχ
denote the operator of multiplication by the function χ on L2 G. Similarly, let mg
denote the operator of multiplication by the function χ  χ g on L2  G. Denote
by W the multiplicative unitary of G. Then we have
Umχ  λχU, Uρg  mgU,  U  UV  W  U  U.
Assume we have an action α of G on the C*-algebra A. It deﬁnes a coaction δ of G
by
δ a   1 Uα a 1 U , a  A.
We will translate our formulas for deformation for δ and G in terms of α and G.
The crossed product A 
α G is represented in M A  K L
2 G by a  α a,
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λg   1 ρg. Then we have
Ad1 U Aα G  Aδ  G  δA1 C0  G.
Let ω be a 2-cocycle on  G. In order to simplify matters, and since it will be
suﬃcient for our applications, assume that ω is a skew-symmetric bi-character so
that ω is multiplicative in each variable and ωχ, χ  1. Then we can deﬁne a
continuous homomorphism r :  G  G such that ωχ, χ   χrχ .
The twisted dual action  δω   ω23δ	 ω

23 on Aδ G deﬁnes an action α
ω on AαG
by
αωa  Ad1 U  1δωAd1 Ux.
Without ω this would have been the usual dual action
αχαa  αa, αχ1 ρg  χg1 ρg.
With ω we get
αωχx  Ad1 U
1  ω	, χ1 Uαχx.
As  ω  ω¯, ω¯	, χ  mrχ and U
mrχU  ρrχ, this implies
αωχx  Ad1 ρrχαχx. (3.1.1)
Therefore
αωχαa  αα
 r χ
, αωχ1 ρg  χg1 ρg.
Turning to ηω  W23δ
ω	W 23, this is a map
Aδ G  MAKL
2 G KL2 G.
It deﬁnes a map
AαG  MAKL
2GKL2G, x   Ad1UUηωAd1Ux,
which we also denote ηω. Since U  UW  V U  U, we get
ηωx  1 V 1 1 Uαωx1 1 U1 V . (3.1.2)
Taking slices we get our deformed algebra Aω 
 MA α G. The new coaction
δω  W23	  1W

23 of G. It deﬁnes an action α
ω of G on Aω 
MAα G by
αωx  Ad1 U  UδωAd1 Ux  1 V x 11 V .
In other words
αωg x  Ad1 ρgx. (3.1.3)
This is how Landstad’s theory deﬁnes the action.
Now assume in addition that G is almost periodic, that is, A is generated by the
spectral subspaces Aχ  a  A : αga  χga. When we write aχ, we mean that
aχ is an element of Aχ.
Lemma 3.1.1. The C*-algebra Aω 
 MA α G is generated by elements of the
form aχλrχ.
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Proof. Using the standard representation of the crossed product, the lemma could
rather be formulated as the statement that Aω is generated by elements α aχ 1 
ρ
 r χ. By  3.1.1 we have
 αωχ  α aχ  α αr χ aχ  χ r χ
α aχ  χ
 r χα aχ,
that is,  αω α aχ  α aχ mr χ  aχ mχ mr χ. It follows from  3.1.2 that
ηω α aχ   1 V  aχ mχ  ρr χ 1 V
.
Now, V  mχ  1V
  mχ mχ and V  1 ρr χV
  ρr χ  ρr χ. Therefore
ηω α aχ  aχ mχρr χ mχρr χ   α aχ  1 1 ρr χ mχρr χ.
Taking slices, we get the result.
Note that the proof of the lemma basically repeats Example 2.1.2, and using that
example we quickly arrive at the same conclusion. Indeed, as follows from Example
2.1.2, Aω is generated by the elements aχU
λωχU . But we have λ
ω
χ   ω χ
1, λχ 
mr χλχ. Hence Aω is generated by the elements
aχ  ρr χmχ   1 ρr χα aχ  α aχ 1 ρr χ.
As discussed in the introductory remark on the Landstad-Quigg-Vaes theorem
above, the isomorphism Aω αω G  A α G is deﬁned by using the embedding
Aω  	M Aα G and the identity map on C
 G. We can rephrase what we have
above as follows. Denote by A the *-algebra spanned by the spectral subspaces Aχ.
We can deﬁne a new product 
ω on A by
aχ 
ω bχ   ω χ, χ
aχbχ  .
Denote by Aω the algebra A with this new product 
ω. We can embed Aω into
M Aα G by aχ 	 aχλr χ, or in other words aχ 	 α aχ 1 ρr χ. This gives
a C*-norm on Aω and we deﬁne Aω as the completion of Aω. The same completion
(in fact, modulo conjugating by 1  U , the same embedding) is obtained by using
the map Aω  	M AC  G,ω, aχ 	 aχλωχ. The action Adλ on AαG deﬁnes
an action αω of G on Aω. On Aω  A this is just the original action α. Then the
embedding Aω  	M Aα G, together with the identity map λg 	 λg, deﬁnes the
isomorphism Aω αω G  Aα G.
3.2 Rieﬀel’s deformation
It was stated by Kasprzak [31] that for G  Rd his approach to deformation, which
our construction of chapter 2 extends, is equivalent to that of Rieﬀel [52], but no
proof of this was given. A sketch of a possible proof was then proposed by Hannabuss
and Mathai [24], but in our opinion their arguments raise more questions than
provide answers. The goal of this section is to give a diﬀerent rigorous proof using
completely positive maps constructed by Kaschek, Neumaier and Waldmann [34].
We will use the conventions in [34] that are slightly diﬀerent from those of Rieﬀel.
Assume V is a 2n-dimensional Euclidean space with scalar product , , and J is a
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complex structure on V , so J is an orthogonal transformation and J2   1. Fix a
deformation parameter h  0.
Assume we are given an action α of V on a C -algebra A. Denote by A  the
subalgebra of smooth vectors for this action. It is a Fre´chet algebra equipped with
diﬀerential norms   k, k  1. Rieﬀel deﬁnes a new product h on A  by
a h b  
1
πh	2n
 
VV
αxa	αyb	e
 2i
h
x,Jydx dy, (3.2.1)
where the integral is understood as an oscillatory integral. Denote by Ax the spectral
subspace of A  corresponding to x 
 V , so Ax consists of elements a 
 A such that
αya	   e
ix,ya for all y 
 V . Then for a 
 Ax and b 
 Ay we have
a h b   e
ih
2
x,Jyab. (3.2.2)
Therefore the cocycle of deformation is ωx, y	   e
ih
2
x,Jy. The Rieﬀel deformation
of A is a certain C-algebraic completion of A  equipped with the product h and
with the involution inherited from A, see [52] for details. We denote it by A˜ω.
As shown in the previous section, conjugating the action α by the Fourier trans-
form we get a coaction δ of on A. In this section we deﬁne the Fourier transform
U : L2V 	  L2V 	 by
Uf	x	  
1
2π	n
 
V
fy	eix,ydy.
Then AdU deﬁnes an isomorphism of C0V 	 onto C

r V 	, and by letting δ   Ad1
U	α we get a coaction of V on A. Note that a 
 A lies in the spectral subspace Ax
if and only if δa	   a  λx, in agreement with our notation in chapter 1. We can
then consider the ω-deformation Aω of A. Our aim is to construct an isomorphism
between Aω and A˜ω.
Following [34] deﬁne a map Φ: A A by
Φa	  
1
πh	n
 
V
e
1
h
x2αxa	dx.
We have
Φa	   e
h
4
x2a for a 
 Ax. (3.2.3)
The image of Φ is contained in A . So we can consider Φ as a map T˜ : A 
A˜ω. Identifying A with Rieﬀel’s deformation of A˜ω corresponding to the complex
structure J , we also get a similarly deﬁned map S˜ : A˜ω  A, so the restriction of
S˜ to A  coincides with Φ. Since Φ considered as a map A,   	  A ,   k	 is
bounded for any k, the map T˜ : A  A˜ω is bounded by standard estimates for the
operator norm on A˜ω, see [52, Proposition 4.10]. By symmetry S˜ is also bounded.
The main result in [34] states that the maps T˜ and S˜ are completely positive. We
will reprove this a bit later.
We want to deﬁne analogues of the maps T˜ and S˜ for Aω. For this deﬁne a unit
vector ξ0 
 L
2V 	 by
ξ0x	  
 
h
2π
n2
e
h
4
x2 .
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Consider the normal state ϕ0    ξ0, ξ0 on BL
2V . We have
ϕ0λ
ω
x   ϕ0λ
ω¯
x   e
 
h
4
 x 2 .
Deﬁne T : A Aω and S : Aω  A by
T a   ι ι ϕ0η
ωδa, Sb   ι ϕ0b.
Clearly, these are completely positive maps. Using that ηωδa   a  λωx  λ
ω¯
x for
a  Ax, we get
T a   e
h
4
 x 2a λωx and Sa λ
ω
x   e
h
4
 x 2a for a  Ax. (3.2.4)
Lemma 3.2.1. For any n  1 and a1, . . . , an  A we have
S˜T˜ a1 . . . T˜ an   ST a1 . . . T an.
Proof. If for every j the element aj lies in a spectral subspace Axj , then the identity
in the formulation follows immediately from (3.2.3) and (3.2.4). We will show that
this is enough to conclude that it holds for arbitrary elements.
We claim that there exists a von Neumann algebra M containing A such that
the action α of V on A extends to a continuous (in the von Neumann algebraic
sense) action of V on M and such that M is generated as a von Neumann algebra
by the spectral subspaces of this action. Indeed, ﬁrst represent the crossed product
A	α V faithfully on some Hilbert space H and consider the von Neumann algebra
N 
 BH generated byA. The action α of V onA extends to an action β of V onN .
Consider the double crossed productM   N	βV 	βˆ Vˆ in the von Neumann algebraic
sense. By the Takesaki-Takai duality we have M,
ˆˆ
β  N¯BL2V , β  Ad ρ.
This gives us an equivariant embedding of A 
 N into M equipped with the action
ˆˆ
β. It is also clear that M is generated by the spectral subspaces of the action, so
our claim is proved.
We continue to denote by α the action of V on M . Denote by M 
 M the
set of elements a  M such that the map x  αxa is norm-continuous. This
is an ultrastrongly operator dense C-subalgebra of M . We continue to denote
by T, S, T˜ , S˜ the maps deﬁned for the C-algebra M in place of A. The maps T
and S have obvious extensions to normal maps between the von Neumann algebras
generated by M and Mω. On the other hand, the map Φ,
Φa  
1
πhn
 
V
e
1
h
 x 2αxadx,
is still well-deﬁned on M , but now the integral should be taken with respect to the
ultrastrong operator topology. The image of M under Φ is contained in M. It
therefore makes sense to ask whether the identity
ΦΦa1 h    h Φan   ST a1 . . . T an
holds for all a1, . . . , an  M , which would imply the assertion of the lemma. Since
this identity holds for a1, . . . , an lying in spectral subspaces of M , it suﬃces to show
that both sides of the identity are normal maps in every variable aj running through
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the unit ball M1 of M . This is clearly the case for the right hand side. In order to
prove the same for the left hand side it suﬃces to show that for any b, c   M  the
map
M1  M, a  Φb h Φa h c,
is continuous in the ultrastrong operator topology.
Using basic estimates for oscillatory integrals, see [52, Chapter 1], and the fact
that the map Φ is bounded as a map M,     M ,   k for every k, it is easy
to check that Φb hΦa h c can be approximated in norm uniformly in a  M1 by
integrals of the form  
V 3
ψx, y, zαxbαyaαzcdx dy dz,
where ψ is a smooth compactly supported function and the integral is taken with
respect to the ultrastrong operator topology. Since such integrals are clearly con-
tinuous in a  M1 in this topology, this ﬁnishes the proof of the lemma.
We will need the above lemma only for n 	 1, 2, 3.
Lemma 3.2.2. The maps T˜ and S˜ are completely positive, and all four maps
T, S, T˜ , S˜ are faithful and their images are dense.
Proof. We begin by proving that the images of T˜ and S˜ are dense. It suﬃces to
consider S˜, and then it is enough to show that the image of Φ is dense. Note that
Φαya 	
1
πhn
 
V
e 
1
h
x y2αxadx.
It is well-known, and is easy to check using e.g. Wiener’s Tauberian theorem, that
the translations of the function e 
1
h
x2 span a dense subspace of L1V . It follows
that the closure of the image of Φ contains all elements of the form
 
V
fxαxadx
with f   L1V . Hence this closure coincides with A.
It is clear that T˜ a 
 0 for any nonzero a  0, and by symmetry S˜ has the same
property. We will next show that T˜ and S˜ are completely positive. It is enough to
consider S˜. Since by Lemma 3.2.1 we have
S˜T˜ aT˜ a 	 ST aT a  0,
and the image of T˜ is dense, we see that S˜ is positive. Passing to deformations of
matrix algebras over A we conclude that S˜ is completely positive. This ﬁnishes the
proof of the lemma for T˜ and S˜.
Turning to T and S, by Lemma 3.2.1 we have ST 	 S˜T˜ 	 Φ2. Since the map
Φ is faithful and its image is dense, it follows that the map T is faithful and the
image of S is dense. Consider the maps T  : Aω  Aωω¯ and S
 : Aωω¯  Aω
deﬁned by Aω, δ
ω in the same way as T and S were deﬁned by A, δ. Then
T  is faithful and the image of S  is dense. By Proposition 2.2.4 the map ηωδ
deﬁnes an isomorphism A  Aωω¯. By deﬁnition of T and S
 we immediately get
T 	 S ηωδ. Hence the image of T is dense. We also have ηωδS 	 T . Indeed, a
simple computation similar to the ones used in the proof of Proposition 2.2.4 shows
that for b 	 ι ι ϕηωδa   Aω we have
ηωδSb 	 ι ι ι ϕ0  ϕι λ
ω
  λω¯  λω   λω¯δa
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and
T   b   ι ι ϕ ι ϕ0 ι   λω   λω¯   λω¯   λωδ a.
Alternatively, the identity ηωδS  T   is immediate on elements of the form a  λx,
where a  Ax, hence it holds on arbitrary elements by an argument similar to the
one used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1. It follows that the map S is faithful.
Note that despite the fact that S is faithful, the state ϕ0 is very far from being
faithful on the von Neumann algebra generated by Cr  V, ω. This von Neumann
algebra is a factor of type I and ϕ0 is a normal pure state on it. Indeed, the
C-algebra generated by the operators λωx is the algebra of canonical commutation
relations for the space V equipped with the Hermitian scalar product hx, y 
ihx, Jy, and ϕ0 is nothing other than the vacuum state on it.
Theorem 3.2.3. There is a unique isomorphism Aω 	 A˜ω that maps T  a into
T˜  a for every a  A.
Proof. Assume ﬁrst that there exists a faithful state ψ on A. Consider the positive
linear functionals ψω  ψS and ψ˜ω  ψS˜ on Aω and A˜ω. Since the positive maps
S and S˜ are faithful, these functionals are faithful. Consider the faithful GNS-
representation of Aω on H with cyclic vector ξ deﬁning ψω, and the faithful GNS-
representation of A˜ω on H˜ with cyclic vector ξ˜ deﬁning ψ˜ω. By Lemma 3.2.1 for
n  2 we have
 T  aξ, T  bξ   T˜  aξ˜, T˜  bξ˜.
Since the images of T and T˜ are dense, it follows that there exists a unitary operator
U : H 
 H˜ such that UT  aξ  T˜  aξ˜. By Lemma 3.2.1 for n  3 we have
 T  aT  bξ, T  cξ   T˜  aT˜  bξ˜, T˜  cξ˜,
that is,  UT  aT  bξ, UT  cξ   T˜  aUT  bξ, UT  cξ. Therefore UT  a  T˜  aU ,
so AdU deﬁnes the required isomorphism.
In the general case the proof is basically the same, but instead of one state ψ
we have to choose a faithful family of states on A and consider direct sums of the
GNS-representations deﬁned by the corresponding positive linear functionals on Aω
and A˜ω.
3.3 Bundle structure and RKK-ﬁbration
Recall that we are considering G  V  Rd  R2n and 2-cocycle ωh x, y  e
ih
2
x,Jy
where J  Md R is skew-symmetric and h  0, 1. We shall denote ω  ω1. Assume
we have a strongly continuous action α : Rd 
 Aut A on a separable C*-algebra
A. Then for each h  0, 1 we shall consider the action αh : Rd 
 Aut A given
by αhx  α

hx for x  R
d. We deﬁne
Ah  Aω,αh
to be the deformation of A with respect to the action αh and 2-cocycle ω.
Lemma 3.3.1. There is a canonical equivariant isomorphism θh : Ah 
 Aωh.
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Proof. The oscillatory integral  3.2.1 used in deﬁning the product in Ah is
a 1 b  1
π2n
 
V V
αhx aαhy be2ix,Jy dx dy
 1
π2n
 
V V
αhx aαhy be2ix,Jy dx dy
which after applying a change of variables v  hx and w  hy becomes
a 1 b  1
π2n
1
h2n
 
V V
αv aαw be2i
1 
h
v,J 1 
h
w
dv dw
 1 πh2n
 
V V
αv aαw be2ih v,Jw dv dw,
and the latter integral is used in deﬁning the product in Aωh . This shows the
canonical mapping between the two algebras.
Let B  C 0, 1  A  C 0, 1, A be equipped with the obvious C 0, 1-
algebra structure ΦB : C 0, 1 	
 ZM B, ΦB f g  a  fg  a. Deﬁne the
action
β : Rd 	
 Aut B, βx y h  σhx y h, (3.3.1)
for x  Rn, y  B, h  0, 1. We then get the deformed algebra Bω with an action
βω according to Theorem 2.2.1. Then Bω is also a C 0, 1-algebra. In the following
result, the fact that Bω is a continuous C*-bundle, was proved by Rieﬀel ([52], see
also [55] for a brief presentation).
Theorem 3.3.2. The C 0, 1-algebra Bω is a continuous C*-bundle with ﬁbers
isomorphic to Aωh. The isomorphism between ﬁbers  Bωh  Aωh is given by the
composition of the homomorphisms Bω  
 M BβRd and evhRd : M BRd 	

M AαhRd which gives us  Bωh  Ah, which is ﬁnally followed by the isomorphism
θh.
Proposition 3.3.3. Bω is an RKK-ﬁbration.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.4.8 that Bω is RKK 0, 1; , -equivalent, with
dimension shift n  mod 2, to Bωβω Rn. By the isomorphism BβRn  Bωβω Rn
the latter algebra is RKK 0, 1; , -equivalent to B β Rn, which by Theorem
1.4.8 again is RKK 0, 1; , -equivalent, with another dimension shift n  mod 2,
to B  C 0, 1  A. The total dimension shift thus far is 2n  mod 2  0, i.e. the
net eﬀect being no dimension shift, so Bω is plainly RKK 0, 1; , -equivalent to
B. Finally, the algebra B  C 0, 1  A is clearly an RKK-ﬁbration (Remark
1.4.11), thus proving the claim.
It follows from Proposition 3.3.3 and Lemma 1.4.12 that Bω is a KK-ﬁbration.
Taking the identity function of the 1-simplex, f : Δ1  0, 1 	
 0, 1, f s  s,
we conclude that the evaluation map qs : Bω 	
  Bωs is a KK-equivalence.
Note that an isomorphism of K-theory was also established in section 2.3. We
now summarize the above discussion in the following result.
Theorem 3.3.4. The collection of C*-algebras Aωhh0,1 forms a continuous ﬁeld,
and for every h  0, 1 the evaluation map evh is a KK-equivalence.
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3.4 Theta deformation
Here we discuss a special case of Rieﬀel deformation, namely theta deformation and
one possible variation to the above approach to KK-equivalence by bundle methods.
Theta deformation concerns a separable C*-algebra A on which there is a strongly
continuous action of the n-torus, σ : Tn   AutA, with a given skew-symmetric
matrix θ  MnR. This is just a special case of Rieﬀel deformation in which the
n-torus is regarded as the quotient Tn  RnZn, and one obtains the deformed
algebra Aθ. Of course, this setup is nothing other than our cocycle deformation as
explained in Example 2.1.2 for G  Zn   Tn with 2-cocycle ωk,m  eπik θm.
Theta deformation was introduced by Connes, Dubois-Violette and Landi ([16],
[17]), who considered the Rieﬀel deformation of the *-algebra CM of smooth
functions on a compact Riemannian spin manifold equipped with an action of Tn.
Connes, Dubois-Violette and Landi arrive at the deformed algebra in a diﬀerent
way, namely as the ﬁxed point subalgebra of a diagonal action which is essentially
equivalent to Rieﬀel’s picture with regards to spectral subspace decomposition. We
can also here mention Matsumoto’s investigations [39] on noncommutative spheres,
with relations to irrational rotation algebras.
The bundle evaluation KK-isomorphism from the previous section certainly ap-
plies to theta deformations. For theta deformations, however, the existence of a KK-
isomorphism has been observed by several authors (see e.g. [61]). The shortest, but
not the easiest, route to such an isomorphism is by using the strong Baum-Connes
conjecture for Zn, whose validity follows from the PV-sequence in KK-theory. It is
not surprising then, that a KK-isomorphism of theta deformations can be deduced
using only the PV-sequence. Our goal in this section is to present such an argument.
The idea is to deﬁne a continuous C*-bundle over 0, 1	 whose ﬁber over t  0, 1	
is not Atθ per se, but an iterated crossed product by the integers which is strongly
Morita equivalent to Atθ. The PV-sequence is then applied to this crossed product
bundle to conclude that the bundle evaluation map has a KK-contractible kernel.
We will now recall the deﬁnition of the theta deformation. Let A be a separable
C*-algebra with a strongly continuous action σ : Tn   AutA. The twisted group
C*-algebra CZn, ω, which is denoted CTnθ  in [16] and [17], is the universal unital
C*-algebra generated by unitaries uj, j  1, . . . , n, satisfying ujuk  e
2πiθj,kukuj.
The dual action τ is deﬁned by τsuj  e
2πisjuj, for s  T
n, j  1, . . . , n. The theta
deformation Aθ is then by deﬁnition Aθ  A
CT
n
θ 
στ 1 . We may use the follow-
ing spectral subspace decomposition to describe Aθ in terms of series of elements of
A, with the deformed product denoted θ. Let s  T
n, s  e2πis1 , . . . , e2πisn. Each
r  Zn, r  r1, . . . , rn where rj  Z, corresponds to a character s  rs  e
2πir s,
where r  s 

j rjsj. That is, Z
n   Tn is the Pontryagin dual group. The r-th
spectral subspace, where r  Zn, for the action is
Ar  a  A : σsa  e
2πir sa, for every s  Tn. (3.4.1)
The deformed product θ takes the following form on the spectral subspaces; for
ar1  Ar1 and br2  Ar2 , r1, r2  Z
n, we have
ar1 θ br2  e
πi r1 θr2ar1br2 .
The product extends linearly to elements decomposed as norm convergent series
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a  
 
r1 Zn
ar1 and b  
 
r2 Zn
br2 by
aθ b  
 
r1,r2
ar1 θ br2  
 
r1,r2
eπi r1θr2ar1br2 .
Denote by Aθ the subalgebra of Aθ consisting of ﬁnite series

r Zn ar.
Deﬁne a 2-cocycle ω on Zn   Tn by ωk,m   eπi kθm. Then we can identify
CTnθ  with C
Zn, ω by mapping uj into λ
ω
ej
, where ej is the j-th element of the
canonical basis of Zn. From our discussion in Section 3.1 or Example 2.1.2 it is
clear that under this identiﬁcation Aθ coincides with the ω-deformation Aω of A.
Finally, as we mentioned above, theta deformations are particular cases of Rieﬀel
deformations, or in other words, of cocycle deformations by cocycles on Rn. Namely,
identifying Tn with RnZn and denoting by q the quotient map Rn  Tn, we can
view the action σ as an action of G   Rn. We identify G with G using the pairing
x, y  e2πixy. Consider the cocycle ωx, y   eπixθy on G   Rn. The deformation
Aω as described in section 3.1 coincides with the theta deformation Aθ. Indeed,
clearly Aω   Aθ, and we only have to check that the norms are the same. This
follows from the fact that the natural representation of CTnθ    C
Zn, ω|Zn 
MCRn, ω is injective, as we can ﬁnd a copy of the regular representation of
CZn, ω|Zn on l2Zn in the representation of this algebra on L2Rn.
Lemma 3.4.1. Aθ 	M A
σ T
n 
γ1 Z
    
γn Z.
Proof. There is a strong Morita equivalence (see e.g. [48])
A CTnθ 
στ 1 	M A CT
n
θ  
στ 1 T
n.
The latter crossed product algebra is *-isomorphic to the crossed product in the
statement of the lemma, which we now deﬁne. Inside the crossed product A 
CTnθ  
στ 1,r T
n we have C*-algebras Aj generated by A  1 
στ 1,r T
n and
1 uk for k  j. Conjugation by 1  uj deﬁnes the automorphism γj  AutAj1,
and the crossed product Aj1 
γj ,r Z can be identiﬁed with Aj. This gives the
required iterated crossed product decomposition.
Now we consider B   C0, 1  A 
σ T
n. Replacing θ with hθ, for h  0, 1
we also get actions γhj in the context of the preceding proof. These actions assemble
into actions αj on B in similar form as in the lemma, and we get an iterated crossed
product B 
α1 Z 
    
αn Z. If we denote by v1, . . . vn the implementing unitaries
of the respective actions α1, . . . , αn, i.e. αjx   vjxv

j inside the crossed product,
then explicitly we have
αkfgv
m
j    vkfgv
m
j v

k   h
m
j,kf σkmgvmj , for j, k   1, . . . , n, (3.4.2)
and m  Z, where hj,k  C0, 1 is the function hj,kt   e
2πitθj,k .
Lemma 3.4.2. B
α1 Z
  
αnZ is a continuous C*-bundle with ﬁbers A
T
n

Z
    
 Z.
Proof. For h  0, 1, let πh : B 
1σ T
n  A 
σ T
n be the canonical evaluation
map. Then πh  α1   γ
h
1  πh and so induces a *-homomorphism between crossed
products
πh : C0, 1  A
σ T
n 
α1 Z  A
σ T
n 
γh1 Z,
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which is a continuous C*-bundle by Lemma 1.4.5. Iterating this, we have πh   αj 
γhj , where we still denote by πh the induced *-homomorphism at each step. We thus
get the continuous C*-bundle
πh : C0, 1, Aσ T
n α1 Z    αn Z 	
 Aσ T
n γh1 Z    γhn Z. (3.4.3)
For each h  0, 1 let Ih  f  C0, 1 | fh  0 be the ideal of functions
vanishing at the point h  0, 1. The kernel of the *-homomorphism πh in 3.4.3 is
ker πh  Ih  Aσ T
n α1 Z    αn Z.
Using the fact that Ih is contractible, we get that Ih Aσ T
n is also contractible.
We recall a few general facts which we will appeal to shortly, in particular con-
tractibility of cones and the Pimsner-Voiculescu six-term exact sequence. First recall
from section 1.2 that a C*-algebra B is called KK-contractible if KKB,B  0.
This also implies KKB,D  0  KKD,B for any other C*-algebra D.
Suppose there is an action β  AutB. Recall the Pimsner-Voiculescu six-term
exact sequence from 1.2.5
KKD,B
1 β 
			
 KKD,B 			
 KKD,B β Z
 





KK1D,B β Z 			 KK
1D,B 			
1 β 
KK1D,B
Observe that if B is KK-contractible, then the six-term exact sequence reads
0
1 β 
			
 0 			
 KKD,B β Z
 





KK1D,B β Z 			 0 			
1 β 
0
and using in particular D  B β Z we deduce KKB β Z, B β Z  0, i.e.
B β Z is KK-contractible. Recall also that given any separable C*-algebra D, its
cone ConeD  C00, 1 D is KK-contractible.
Theorem 3.4.3. For every h  0, 1 the bundle map
πh : C0, 1, Aσ T
n α1 Z    αn Z 	
 Aσ T
n γt1 Z    γhn Z
gives a KK-equivalence.
Proof. As Ih  Aσ T
n is contractible, it is KK-contractible. A repeated Pimsner-
Voiculescu six-term sequence argument as above establishes that ker πh  IhAσ
T
nα1Z  αnZ is KK-contractible. This implies that πh gives a KK-equivalence
element.
Theorem 3.4.4. The evaluation map of the continuous ﬁeld ΓAhθh 0,1
πh : ΓAhθh 0,1 	
 Ahθ
is a KK-equivalence
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Proof. The crossed product A σT
n γh1 Z    γhnZ is strongly Morita equivalent to
Ahθ by Lemma 3.4.1. On the other hand the crossed product C0, 1, A σ T
n  α1
Z     αn Z can be taken to be the bundle algebra (of a continuous ﬁeld of crossed
products) Γ  ΓAhθh 0,1. We abuse notation here slightly, as the bundle algebra
Γ does not have ﬁbers Ahθ per se, but ﬁbers that are strongly Morita equivalent to
Ahθ. The result follows by combining the KK-equivalence from Theorem 3.4.3 with
the KK-equivalence element induced by the strong Morita equivalence.
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Part III
Index theory
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Chapter 4
Index theory of theta deformations
In this chapter we show the invariance of the index pairing under theta deformation.
We use the KK-equivalence of Theorem 3.3.4 (or Theorem 3.4.4, as both theorems
state the same result with diﬀerent proofs). We also show an isomorphism of the
periodic cyclic cohomology groups of the original and deformed algebra which is
compatible with the isomorphism in K-theory. This was also done in [61], but we
give a diﬀerent and more direct argument using the isomorphism of Theorem 2.2.1.
4.1 Deformation of spectral triples
We are working with a C*-algebra A with an action σ : Tn   AutA. Let A   A
denote the set of smooth elements for the action. By using the spectral subspace
decomposition a 
 
r ar (see eq. 3.4.1), we can deﬁne a family of seminorms k,
k 	 N, on A  by ak 
 
r ar1
 r
k. This makes A  a Frechet *-algebra. As
explained in the discussion following eq. 3.4.1, we can deﬁne the deformed product
θ on A  by ar θ bp  eπir θparbp, which is extended linearly to give
aθ b 
 
r,p
eπir θparbp
for a 

rZn ar, b 

pZn bp 	 A. We thus get the deformed Frechet algebra
Aθ  Aθ.
Now suppose we have a Tn-equivariant spectral triple A,H, D, where ϕ :
A   BH is the *-representation, the action σ is unitarily implemented by
U : Tn   BH, ϕσsa  UsϕaUs for s 	 Tn, a 	 A, and UsD  DUs for all
s 	 Tn. As usual we let q : Rn   RnZn  Tn denote the quotient map.
Proposition 4.1.1. There is a *-representation ϕθ : Aθ   BH given by
ϕθa 
 
r
ϕarUq θ
2
r
for a 

r ar 	 A.
Proof. Recall from Lemma 3.1.1 and the discussion following it, the embedding
Aθ   MA σ T
n, ar  arλq θ
2
, which basically allows one to describe Aθ as
the algebra generated by elements of the form arλq θ
2
. At the level of Aθ  Aθ,
the representation ϕθ coincides with this embedding, that is, the restriction of the
representation of the crossed product (extended to the multiplier algebra) to the
deformed algebra.
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We will assume without too much loss of generality that we get a spectral triple
 A θ ,H, Dθ where Dθ  D. In general, one may have to restrict to a smaller algebra
([61]).
4.2 Invariance of the index
Here we comment on the index pairing in the general case of a theta deformation
Aθ using the KK-equivalence of Theorem 3.4.4. The index pairing is the pairing
between K-theory and K-homology
K0 A K
0 A  Z
e	,  H, F 	
  index  e F   1ke : eHk  eHk

, (4.2.1)
for a projection e  Mk A and Fredholm module  H, F  for A. This pairing is
nothing but the KK-product
KK C, A KK A,C  KK C,C (4.2.2)
after the identiﬁcations K0 A  KK C, A, K
0 A  KK A,C and KK C,C 
Z.
See also [61] for a discussion of theta deformation and the invariance of the index,
and moreover a calculation of the Chern character map for the deformation.
Given the even spectral triple  A,H, D there is the associated Fredholm mod-
ule  H, F  with F  D 1D2 12 . We shall denote by D	   H, ϕ, F 	  K0 A the
corresponding element of K-homology. Likewise we denote by Dθ	   H, ϕθ, F 	 
K0 Aθ the element associated to the spectral triple  Aθ ,H, Dθ.
Corollary 4.2.1. The KK-equivalence of Theorem 3.3.4 (or Theorem 3.4.4) induces
an isomorphism K0 A  K0 Aθ mapping D	  Dθ	.
Proof. Let Γ  Γ  Atθt0,1. From the bundle maps π0 : Γ  A and π1 :
Γ  Aθ we get by Theorem 3.3.4 (or Theorem 3.4.4) the KK-equivalence elements
π0	  KK Γ, A and π1	  KK Γ, Aθ. The relevant mappings between KK-groups
is described by the KK-products
KK Γ,C
KK A,C KK Aθ,C
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.
.....
π0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
........
π1
.....................................................................
..
π1 1  π0
where π0	   A, π0, 0	  KK A,C and π1	   Aθ, π1, 0	  KK Γ, Aθ are the
KK-cycle descriptions.
The element D	   H, ϕ, F 	  KK A,C is the element canonically associated
to the given spectral triple  A,H, D as explained above, and upon taking the KK-
product we get
π0	  D	   H, ϕ  π0, F 	  KK Γ,C. (4.2.3)
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Likewise  Dθ   H, ϕθ, F   KKAθ,C is the element associated to the deformed
spectral triple A θ ,H, Dθ, and the KK-product is then
 π1   Dθ   H, ϕ  π1, F   KKΓ,C. (4.2.4)
It will be enough to establish the equality  π0   D   π1   Dθ in KKΓ,C. This
follows from homotopy of KK-cycles. Indeed, let E, φ, F   KKΓ, IC be the
element where E  C 0, 1,H, φ : Γ 	
 LICE, φsξt  stξt, and IC 
C 0, 1C  C 0, 1. Let ev0 and ev1 denote the respective evaluation morphisms
E 	
 H. It is easy to check (using details explained in [17]) that E, φ, F  provides
a homotopy between the KK-cycles 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, i.e. isomorphisms of the
KK-cycles with the pushouts of ev0 and ev1 respectively,
Eev0 , φev0 , Fev0   H, ϕ  π0, F  and Eev1 , φev1 , Fev1   H, ϕ  π1, F .
The KK-equivalence implies the isomorphisms
K0A  KKC, A 	
 KKC, Aθ  K0Aθ,  e 	
  e   π0
 1   π1,
and
K0A  KKA,C 	
 KKAθ,C  K
0Aθ,  H, F  	
  π1 1 π0 H, F ,
and regarding the index pairing 4.2.1 or equivalently the KK-product 4.2.2, we
get
K0A K
0A
index
				
 Z
 
 

 
 
||
K0Aθ K
0Aθ 				

index
Z
where  e   H, F  is the top index pairing and
 e   π0
 1   π1   π1
 1   π0   H, F    e   H, F 
is the bottom index pairing after having followed the isomorphisms induced by the
KK-equivalences.
4.3 Isomorphism of periodic cyclic cohomology
groups
An isomorphism was between the periodic cyclic cohomology groups of A and Aθ
which was also compatible with the K-theory isomorphism was shown in [61], con-
sidering an action of T2. In [63] rigidity of the periodic cyclic cohomology for non-
commutative tori was shown using Getzler’s Gauss-Manin connection.
In this section we shall establish an isomorphism between periodic cyclic co-
homology groups of A and its theta deformation Aθ by an action of T
n. In the
following we consider essentially the isomorphism A α T
n 	
 Aθ αθ T
n, but we
lift the Tn-action to an Rn-action and so consider crossed products by Rn instead.
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This is important as the Elliott-Natsume-Nest ([23]) isomorphism in periodic cyclic
cohomology concerns crossed products by Rn, a result we shall combine with its
counterpart in K-theory, the Connes-Thom isomorphism.
We brieﬂy recall the smooth crossed product. We have our Frechet algebra A 
with seminorms       k, and the smooth action α : R
n   AutA . On the function
space SRn,A  of A -valued smooth rapidly decreasing functions with pointwise
multiplication, we have the topology given by seminorms
f k,m  sup
t Rn
1 t2
k
2 
m
tm
ftk
for k 	 0 and multi-indices m, where  
  is the Euclidean norm. The convolution
product on SRn,A is deﬁned as usual by
f  gt 
 
Rn
fsαsgt s ds.
The smooth crossed productAαRn is by deﬁnition the Frechet algebra SRn,A
with the above convolution product and seminorms  
 k,m.
Proposition 4.3.1. The isomorphism A α Rn  Aθ αθ Rn maps f   f where
 ft  
r Zn
frt
θr
2
.
Proof. Note that the mapping is merely an equivalent way of expressing the com-
ponentwise mapping aχ  aχλrχ established in the discussion of Lemma 3.1.1.
We want to show that the mapping is an isomorphism of smooth crossed products
A α Rn   Aθ αθ Rn We claim that for every k there exist C  0 such that
  f k,m  Cf l,m for all m, where l  2k n 1. Since the map f   f commutes
with partial derivatives, it is enough to consider m  0. Take f such that f l,0  1.
We have to ﬁnd an upper bound on   f k,0 that is independent of f . By assumption,
we have
frt  1 t
l1 rl.
It follows that   f k,0 is not larger than the supremum over t of the expressions
r
1 tk1 t
θr
2
l1 rl.
Fix t and divide the above sum into two parts, with θr  t and with θr  t. In
the ﬁrst part we have t θr
2
 	 t
2
and so it is bounded by

θrt
1 tk1
t
2
l1 rlk  2l

r Zn
1 rkn1  ,
where we used that 1 t
2
l  2l1 tl. On the other hand, the second part is
bounded by
θr	t
1 θrk1 rlk  1 θk

r Zn
1 rn1  ,
where we used that 1 θrk  1 θk1 rk.
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We consider cyclic cohomology of Frechet algebras, in which case the cochains
are assumed to be continuous.
Theorem 4.3.2. There is an isomorphism HP   A θ   HP  A  which is com-
patible with the isomorphism K A θ   K A .
Proof. The theorem of Elliott-Natsume-Nest ([23]) provides an isomorphism
α : HP
 A   HP  A  α Rn
which satisﬁes ϕ, x	 
 α ϕ,Ψα x	, for ϕ  HP
 A , x  K A , where
Ψα : K A   K A  α Rn
is the Connes-Thom isomorphism. Let T  : HP  A  α Rn  HP  A θ αθ
R
n and T : K A  α Rn  K A θ αθ Rn denote the respective isomor-
phisms induced by the isomorphism of the preceding proposition. Clearly we have
T  c, T d	 
 c, d	 for any c  HP
 A  α Rn, d  K A  α Rn. It follows
that
T  α ϕ, T Ψα x	 
 α ϕ,Ψα x	 
 ϕ, x	,
which shows the invariance of the pairing.
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Chapter 5
Local index formula for theta
deformations of manifolds
We give a formula for the Chern character of the spectral triple of a spin manifold
with a Tn-action, in terms of the Tn-equivariant Chern character. We use the results
on the equivariant JLO-cocycle and the equivariant Chern character from section
1.3.
5.1 Local index formula
Let M be a compact Riemannian spin manifold (of dimension m) equipped with an
action of Tn (n   2) by isometries, Tn  IsoM. This Tn-action on M will be
expressed x  sx for x  M and s  Tn. The induced Tn-action on CM will be
denoted
σ : Tn  AutCM, σsfx 	 fs
 1x, f  CM, x M. (5.1.1)
Let θ MatnR be a real skew-symmetric n
n-matrix. We carry out a discussion
similar to section 4.1 for C M to arrive at the deformed algebra C Mθ which
will be denoted C Mθ (cf. [16], [17]) with completion CMθ. We brieﬂy recall
the following for convenience. The r-th spectral subspace for the action σ restricted
to C M is
C Mr 	 f  C
 M : σsf 	 e
2πirsf, for every s  Tn. (5.1.2)
Each f  C M can be decomposed (cf. [52]) into a unique rapidly (norm-) con-
vergent series f 	
 
rZn fr where fr  C
 Mr. The reference to rapid convergence
implies the consideration of the family of seminorms
f k 	
 
rZn
fr1 r
k.
We give a new product 
θ on C
 M by deﬁning it on elements of the spectral
subspaces, namely for fr  C
 Mr and gp  C
 Mp, deﬁne
fr 
θ gp 	 e
πirθpfrgp.
This is then extended linearly to C M by
f 
θ g 	
 
r,p
eπirθpfrgp
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for f  
 
r fr and g  
 
p gp.
We now deﬁne the relevant Tn-equivariant Θ-summable Fredholm module for
C Mθ (cf. Deﬁnition 1.3.18) based on the spin bundle and the Dirac operator. In
the following geometrical arguments we assume m to be even in order to simplify
the presentation. Recall that one denotes by SOM the principal SOm-bundle
of orthonormal frames, and by SpinM the principal Spinm-bundle which is a
double cover we will denote ψ : SpinM  SOM. The action Tn M  M
lifts to the frame bundle Tn  SOM  SOM (through multiplication by the
Jacobian, i.e. the tangent map), but in order to lift the action to SpinM one has to
go via a double covering c :  Tn  Tn. Namely, if we consider h  Tn as the isometry
h : SOM  SOM it lifts to a pair of isometries SpinM  SpinM. This
altogether forms the double covering  Tn, which is just another copy of the n-torus.
If we let g   Tn with cg   h  Tn, we have the diagram
SpinM
g
 SpinM
ψ

ψ
SOM
h
 SOM

M 
h
M
Let S  denote the Cliﬀord modules on which Spinm acts irreducibly. Recall that
the spinor bundle S   S  S is built from S    SpinM Spinm S . The
induced action of  Tn on the spinor bundle S can be expressed as follows. For a
section φ  ΓM,S expressed locally over an open set U 	M by φ   
σ, f where
σ : U  SpinM is a local spin frame ﬁeld, f : U  S  is a spinor-valued
function, the element g   Tn acts on φ by
gφx   
g1σx, fh1x, x M.
For more details see e.g. [35]. We let H   L2M,S be the Hilbert space of
L2-sections of the spinor bundle. The action by  Tn extends to give a unitary repre-
sentation U :  Tn  BH which commutes with the Dirac operator
DUs   UsD, for all s   Tn. (5.1.3)
Letting π : CM  BH be the representation by pointwise multiplication of
functions, we have
UgπfU

g   πλcgf
where λcgfx   fcg
1x. This suggests that we consider the action σ :
 Tn  AutCM, σgfx   fcg1x, as this gives us a C*-dynamical system
CM, Tn, σ represented on H   L2M,S since
UsπfU

s   πσsf, s 
 Tn. (5.1.4)
This puts us in a position to deﬁne a  Tn-equivariant spectral triple CM,H, D
which we shall relate to the deformed algebra CMθ as we now explain. First
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of all we use the action σ :  Tn   AutCM rather than the action 5.1.1 to
construct the deformed algebra C Mθ. As before, given homogeneous elements
fr1  C
 Mr1 and gr2  C
 Mr2 we have
fr1 θ gr2  e
πi r1 θr2fr1gr2 ,
and this product is extended linearly to elements f 

r1
fr1 and g 

r2
gr2 by
f θ g 

r1,r2
fr1 θ gr2 

r1,r2
eπi r1 θr2fr1gr2 .
Recall the representation ϕ : CMθ   BH from Proposition 4.1.1,
ϕθf 

r
frUq θ
2
r.
We record some useful identities that are simple consequences of 5.1.3 and 5.1.4.
Proposition 5.1.1.
(i) D, fUs	  UsD, σs 1f	,
(ii) D, fUs	Ut  UstD, σst 1f	,
(iii) D, fUs	D, hUt	  UstD, σst 1f	D, σt 1h	, and more generally
D, f1Us1	D, f2Us2	 
 
 
 D, fkUsk	
Us1s2   skD, σs1s2   sk 1f1	D, σs2   sk 1f2	 
 
 
 D, σs 1k
fk	
Proof. (i)
D, fUs	  DfUs  fUsD  DUsσs 1f  Usσs 1fD
 UsDσs 1f  Usσs 1fD  UsDσs 1f  σs 1fD
 UsD, σs 1f	.
(ii)
D, fUs	Ut  DfUs  fUsDUt  DfUsUt  fUsDUt  DfUst  fUstD
 D, fUst	  UstD, σst 1f	.
(iii)
D, fUs	D, hUt	  D, fUs	UtD, σt 1h	  UstD, σst 1f	D, σt 1h	.
Using the JLO-cocycle representative 1.3.6 of the Chern character of the Θ-
summable Fredholm module corresponding to the spectral triple
CMθ, L
2M,S, D
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we have
Ch2k ϕθ f0, ϕθ f1, . . . , ϕθ f2k

 
Δ
Trace γϕθ f0e
 t1D2D, ϕθ f1e  t2t1D2    D, ϕθ f2ke 1t2kD2
dt1    dt2k,
(5.1.5)
We shall relate this Chern character cocycle with the equivariant Chern character
 1.3.19 cocycle by expanding the operators into their Fourier series (with respect
to spectral subspaces of the action) and collecting terms using the identities of the
previous proposition. Starting with smooth functions f0, . . . , f2k  C
 M, express
each fj, j  0, . . . , 2k, as fj 
 
rjZn
fj,rj with fj,rj  C
 Mrj being the respective
homogenous component. We calculate
ϕθ f0e
t1D2D, ϕθ f1e t2t1D2    D, ϕθ f2ke 1t2kD2

 
r0Zn
f0,r0Uq  θ
2
r0

et1D
2
D,

r1Zn
f1,r1Uq  θ
2
r1
e t2t1D
2
   e t2kt2k 1D
2
 D,

r2kZn
f2k,r2kUq  θ
2
r2k
e 1t2kD
2


r0,...,r2kZn
f0,r0Uq  θ
2
r0
et1D
2
D, f1,r1Uq  θ
2
r1
e t2t1D
2
   D, f2k,r2kUq  θ
2
r2k
   
   e 1t2kD
2


r0,...,r2kZn
f0,r0Uq  θ
2
r0q 
θ
2
r1q 
θ
2
r2k
et1D
2
D, σq  θ
2
r1q 
θ
2
r2k
 f1,r1e
 t2t1D2
   e t2kt2k 1D
2
 D, σq  θ
2
r2k
 f2k,r2ke
 1t2kD2 ,
where we have used Proposition 5.1.1 and the fact that the unitaries U also commute
with etD
2
since they commute with D. We will collect the constants resulting from
applying the group action to the homogeneous components fj,rj , j  0, . . . , 2k, as
follows. Deﬁne the symbols λm
 
m  e
πimθm  , where m,m  Zn. Using this notation
we get
σq  θ
2
r1q 
θ
2
r2k
 f1,r1  λ
r1...r2k
r1
f1,r1 , σq  θ
2
r2q 
θ
2
r2k
 f2,r2  λ
r2...r2k
r2
f2,r2 ,
. . . , σq  θ
2
r2k
 f2k,r2k  λ
r2k
r2k
f2k,r2k .
To simplify notation we deﬁne Cr1,...,r2k  λ
r1...r2k
r1
 λr2...r2kr2   λ
r2k
r2k
. Recall that
D, f   df , i.e. Cliﬀord multiplication by the diﬀerential 1-form. It is also a fact
that the unitaries U commute with this Cliﬀord multiplication, hence we get
f0,r0Uq  θ
2
r0q 
θ
2
r1q 
θ
2
r2k
et1D
2
D, σq  θ
2
r1q 
θ
2
r2k
 f1,r1e
 t2t1D2   
 e t2kt2k1D
2
D, σq  θ
2
r2k
 f2k,r2ke
 1t2kD2
 Cr1,...,r2kf0,r0Uq  θ
2
r0q 
θ
2
r1q 
θ
2
r2k
et1D
2
df1,r1e
 t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke
 1t2kD2
 Cr1,...,r2kf0,r0e
t1D2df1,r1e
 t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke
 1t2kD2Uq  θ
2
r0q 
θ
2
r1q 
θ
2
r2k
.
We summarize this discussion in the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.1.2.
ϕθ f0e t1D2D, ϕθ f1e  t2t1D2    D, ϕθ f2ke 1t2kD2

 
r0,...,r2kZn
Cr1,...,r2kf0,r0e
t1D2df1,r1e
 t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke 1t2kD
2
Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k
.
The following result expresses one relation between the Chern character cocycle
of the deformed algebra and the equivariant Chern character cocycle, when consid-
ering the algebraic part of C Mθ.
Theorem 5.1.3. Let ϕθ f0, . . . , ϕθ f2k  C Mθ have ﬁnite spectral subspace
expansions f0 
 p0
r0
f0,r0, ..., f2k 
 p2k
r2k
f2k,r2k . Then
Chk ϕθ f0, . . . , ϕθ fk 

r0,...,rk
Cr1,...,rkCh
Tn
k  f0,r0 , . . . , fk,rk q 
θ
2
 r0	 . . .	 r2k.
Proof. We let dt  dt1    dtk and Cr  Cr0,...,rk . The ﬁnite sums justify the inter-
changing of trace, summation and integration, hence
Chk ϕθ f0, . . . , ϕθ fk


Δk
Trs

ϕθ f0et1D2ϕθ f1e t2t1D2   ϕθ fke 1tkD2

dt


Δk
Trs
 
r0,...,rk
Crf0,r0e
t1D2f1,r1e
 t2t1D2    fk,rke 1tkD
2
Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k

dt


Δk

r0,...,rk
CrTrs

f0,r0e
t1D2f1,r1e
 t2t1D2    fk,rke 1tkD
2
Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k

dt


r0,...,rk
Cr

Δk
Trs

f0,r0e
t1D2f1,r1e
 t2t1D2    fk,rke 1tkD
2
Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k

dt


r0,...,rk
Cr  ChTnk  f0,r0 , . . . , fk,rk q 
θ
2
 r0 	 . . .	 r2k.
We now recall the local formula for the equivariant Chern character cocycle. For
more details on the A-hat genus and Pfaﬃan class which occurs in the formulas,
refer to the discussion in section 5.2 and in particular the equations  5.2.2 and
 5.2.5. As expressed in Theorem 1.3.20 of section 1.3, we have for the spectral
triple  C M, L2 S, D and isometry T : M 
 M that
lim
t0 
ChGk  

tD f0, . . . , fk T 
 1
k! 2πi k2

MT
f0 df1      dfk  A TMT   	Pf 2 sin  Ω
4π
	 iΘ
2
 ν MT 

1
.
(5.1.6)
The following is our local formula for the Chern character of the deformed spectral
triple when considering the algebraic part of C Mθ.
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Theorem 5.1.4. For the spectral triple  C  Mθ, L2 S, D the Chern character is
expressible as
Chk ϕθ f0, . . . , ϕθ fk

 
r0,...,rk
Cr1,...,rk lim
t 0 
ChT
n
k  

tD f0,r0 , . . . , fk,rk q 
θ
2
 r0  . . . r2k
 1
k! 2πi k2
 
r0,...,rk
Cr1,...,rk
 
Mgr0,...,rk
f0,r0 df1,r1      dfk,rk  ωr0,...,rk
where f0 
p0
r0
f0,r0, ..., f2k 
p2k
r2k
f2k,r2k are elements with ﬁnite spectral subspace
expansions,
gr0,...,rk  q 
θ
2
 r0  . . . r2k 	 Tn,
Cr1,...,rk  λr1...r2kr1  λr2...r2kr2   λr2kr2k where λm
 
m  eπimθm
 
,
and ωr0,...,rk  A TM gr0,...,rk   Pf 2 sin  Ω4π  iΘ2  ν M gr0,...,rk 
1
.
Proof. Follows by combining Theorem 5.1.3 and  5.1.6.
We have stated the main decomposition result above for the algebraic part of
C Mθ, i.e. smooth functions with ﬁnite spectral subspace expansions. In order to
state such a result for the whole algebra C Mθ, i.e. elements consisting of inﬁnite
series expansions f  r fr, there are convergence issues that need to be addressed.
We believe this can be achieved by a careful analysis of the needed results from
[10] with a special emphasis on rate of convergence, combined with an appropriate
criteria. Proposition 5.1.5 below is one step in that direction. However we shall
not pursue that goal any further here, but rather in section 5.2 below we study an
additional geometric condition on the isometric action, the Diophantine condition
(cf. [44], [45], [46]) which does provide the means to conclude convergence of the
series.
Proposition 5.1.5. Let f0, . . . , f2k 	 C M be smooth functions with ﬁnite spectral-
subspace expansions as f0 

r0Zn
f0,r0 , . . . , f2k 

r2kZn
f2k,r2k . Then
Trs
 
r0,...,rk
f0,r0e
t1D2df1,r1e
t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke1t2kD
2
Uq θ
2
r0...r2k



r0,...,rk
Trs
	
f0,r0e
t1D2df1,r1e
t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke1t2kD
2
Uq θ
2
r0...r2k


converges absolutely and uniformly in  t1, . . . , t2k.
Proof. Recall the trace-class norm 

A

1 

n
A
ξn, ξn and more generally the
p-norm 

A

p   

n
A
pξn, ξn
1
p , where ξnn  H is an orthonormal basis. We
will make use of the inequalities

Tr A
  

A

1, A 	 L1 H, (5.1.7)


BA

p  

B

  

A

p, A 	 Lp H, B 	 B H, (5.1.8)
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and
  A1   A2k  1    A1  p1      A2k  p2k ,
1
p1
 . . .
1
p2k
 1, Aj  LpjH. (5.1.9)
We compute
 
 
 Trs
 
f0,r0e
 t1D2df1,r1e
  t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke
 1t2kD
2
Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k


f0,r0et1D2df1,r1e t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke 1t2kD2Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k

1

f0,r0et1D2df1,r1e t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke 1t2kD2 
1

Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k


f0,r0et1D2df1,r1e t2t1D2    df2k,r2ke 1t2kD2 
1
by 5.1.7 and 5.1.8 with p  1.
We put A1  f0,r0e
t1D2 , A2  df1,r1e
 t2t1D2 , . . . , A2k  df2k,r2ke
 1t2kD
2
, and
p1 
1
t1
, p2 
1
t2t1
, . . . , pk 
1
1t2k
, and continue to computef0,r0et1D2df1,r1e t2t1D2    dfk,rke 1tkD2 
1

f0,r0et1D2 
p1

df1,r1e t2t1D2 
p2
  
dfk,rke 1tkD2 
pk
   f0,r0    
et1D2 
p1
   df1,r1    
e t2t1D2 
p2
     dfk,rk    
e 1t2kD2 
pk
by ﬁrst applying 5.1.9 and then applying 5.1.8 to each resulting factor. Further-
more, let 	ξn
n  H be the orthonormal eigenbasis for D with eigenvalues 	λn
n,
then
  e tjtj 1D
2
  pj 

n

e tjtj 1D2 pj ξn, ξn
 1
pj


n
eλ
2
n
tjtj 1
(5.1.10)
thuset1D2 
p1

e t2t1D2 
p2
  
e 1t2kD2 
pk


n
eλ
2
n
t1


n
eλ
2
n
t2t1
  

n
eλ
2
n
1t2k


n
eλ
2
n

 TreD
2
.
We concludeTrs  f0,r0et1D2df1,r1e t2t1D2    dfk,rke 1tkD2Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k

 TreD
2
    f0,r0       df1,r1         dfk,rk    .
(5.1.11)
Denote the latter quantity
Mr0...r2k  Tre
D2    f0,r0       df1,r1         df2k,r2k   
then the series 
r0,...,r2k
Mr0...r2k
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converges due to the rapid decay assumption on the functions f0, . . . , f2k. We now
have
 
 
 Trs
 
f0,r0e
 t1D2df1,r1e
  t2t1D2       df2k,r2ke
 1t2kD
2
Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k
 Mr0...r2k ,
so by the Weierstrass M-test we conclude that

r0,...,rk
Trs
 
f0,r0e
t1D2df1,r1e
 t2t1D2       df2k,r2ke
 1t2kD
2
Uq  θ
2
 r0...r2k

converges uniformly in t1, . . . , t2k.
5.2 Estimates on ﬁx-point submanifolds
In this section we do some more precise geometric analysis on the terms which oc-
cur in our local formula of Theorem 5.1.4. The main interest here is the question
of summability. In the previous section we restricted our attention to elements hav-
ing ﬁnite spectral subspace decompositions in order to avoid convergence issues.
Here we will employ an additional standing assumption, the Diophantine condition
(5.2.7), which will imply convergence of the series also when it is inﬁnite (we remark
however that we have not proved the local index formula for inﬁnite series - refer to
the paragraph prior to Proposition 5.1.5). The Diophantine condition was used in
the results on a local index formula for elliptic operators with shifts in [44] and [45]
(see also [46]). It will provide us with the needed rate of convergence in regards to
our main results from the previous section.
For an element g  Tn we consider the corresponding isometry g : M  M and
its ﬁxed point set
M g  	x M : gx  x
,
which is a closed subset of M . The following is a standard result of diﬀerential
geometry.
Proposition 5.2.1. The connected components of M g are totally geodesic subman-
ifolds of M .
Proof. Let x  M g. Let U  TxM be a neighborhood of 0  TxM such that
expx : U  M is a diﬀeomorphism onto V  expxU. We may further assume
V to be strongly geodesically convex (by appropriately shrinking U if necessary),
which is to say that for any two points in V there exists a unique minimizing geodesic
connecting the two points. Let Ug  	v  TxM : gxv  v
. We claim that
V M g  expxU  Ug. (5.2.1)
Indeed, this will follow from the fact that g  expx  expx  gx for each g (this
is a standard result, for any isometry). Now let v  U  Ug. Then gexpxv 
expxgxv  expxv, which shows that expxU  Ug  V  M
g. To show the
reverse inclusion, let y  V M g. Then there exists a (unique) vy  U such that
expxvy  y as expx was a diﬀeomorphism U  V . We will show that vy  Ug.
We calculate
y  gy  gexpxvy  expxgxvy  expxvy,
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and we conclude, by the injectivity of expx in U , that g xvy   vy, i.e. that vy  Ug
as claimed. This establishes 5.2.1. Moreover V M g is geodesically convex: let
a, b  V M g. As a, b  V there exists a unique minimizing geodesic γ with γ0   a
and γt0   b and γ0, t0  V . As the isometry g preserves the length of γ and
gγ0   ga   a, gγt0   gb   b, it follows that g  γ is also a minimizing geodesic
connecting a and b, hence by uniqueness we must have g  γ   γ, which means
γ0, t0  M
g. The geodesic convexity of V M g implies that V intersects only
one connected component ofM g. We conclude now that this connected component is
exactly an embedded submanifold, since 5.2.1 expresses precisely the local criterion
of being an embedded submanifold: the pairs V M g, exp 1x  form an atlas. Total
geodesicness follows from 5.2.1 also.
Remark 5.2.2. It follows from the compactness of M that M g must consist of a
ﬁnite number of connected components.
Working locally around a point x  M g  M , let δx  0 be such that expx :
Bδx0 	
 M is a diﬀeomorphism onto its image Bδxx   expxBδx0, where
Bδx0  TxM is the open ball of radius δx. Assuming the dimension of the
connected component of M g in which Bδxx lies, to be k, we can arrange an
orthonormal frame v1, . . . , v2k, . . . , v2n on Bδxx, such that v1, . . . , v2k are ﬁxed
by the diﬀerential g, i.e.
gyviy   viy, i   1, . . . , 2k, for all y  Bδxx.
We letBgδx0 denote the open ball in spanv1, . . . , v2k of radius δx, andB
g
δxx  
expxB
g
δx0  M
g.
For an element ω  Γ2nj1Λ
jT M, expressed in Bδxx by ω  
 
I ωIdv
I , we
put ω  
 
I ωI , where the latter  denotes the sup-norm of smooth functions.
For notational brevity, put Aˆg   AˆTM g and Pfg 1   Pf2 sinhΩ
 
4π
 iΘ
2
 1,
where Θ   Θg will be explained shortly. By deﬁnition one has
Aˆg   AˆTM g   det12
 
Ω4π
sinhΩ4π

, (5.2.2)
where Ω is the curvature 2-form matrix of M , expressed locally in Bδxx as
Ω  
 
Ω 0
0 Ω

(5.2.3)
where Ω (“tangential”) consists of those terms which correspond to the g-invariant
frame elements v1, . . . , v2k, and Ω
 (“normal”) of the terms corresponding to the
remaining frame elements v2k	1, . . . , v2n. The entries of the matrix Ω depend only
on the curvature operator of M , and not on the speciﬁc element g; it is only the
decomposition (5.2.3) which depends on the element g, i.e. it depends on 2k (the
dimension of the connected component of M g in which we are working locally).
Hence we conclude that the function coeﬃcients of Aˆg are smooth functions on
M which do not depend on g, and hence admit global bounds independently of g.
This establishes
Lemma 5.2.3. There is a constant C1  0 such that Aˆg  C1.
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A more careful treatment is needed in obtaining bounds for Pf g 1, as Θ 
Θ g, the rotation matrix which represents the action of g , certainly depends on g,
and also the occurence of the inverse needs more careful handling.
If we consider our chosen local orthonormal frame as a local section y  V  y 
 v1 y, . . . , v2n y, for y  Bδx x, then V  y can be understood as an element of
SO 2n. The group action lifted to the frame bundle, still denoted g , can then be
expressed by
g yV  y  V  gyT  y (5.2.4)
i.e. right matrix multiplication by a matrix valued function T , which in particular
at x has the form
T  x 
 

1
. . .
1
cos ϕ1 sin ϕ1
 sin ϕ1 cos ϕ1
. . .
cos ϕnk sin ϕnk
 sin ϕnk cos ϕnk


where ϕi  ϕi x are functions of x. It follows from [35] that
Pf g1  Pf 2 sinh 
Ω
4π
 i
Θ
2
1 

nk
j1
2 sinh 
v j
2
 i
ϕj
2

	1
(5.2.5)
where the v j are Chern roots of the tangential curvature matrix. Hence the relevant
quantities one wishes to control the size of, are
 2 sinh 
v j
2

iϕj
2
1 (5.2.6)
for j  1, . . . , n  k. We begin by establishing estimates on the ϕj. It follows from
(5.2.4) that the action of g  rotates pairs of vectors v2k2j1, v2k2j from the frame
by the angle ϕj, j  1, 2, . . . , n  k. Consider now the angle ϕj, for some j. Let
z  Bδx x, with z  expx vz where vz  span	v2k2j1, v2k2j
  TxM . Then
gz  expx Rϕjvz
where Rϕj is the rotation matrix with rotation angle ϕj. Put vgz  Rϕjvz. We will
employ the Diophantine assumption: there exist C   0, 1 and N  N such that
d q 
θr
2
x, x  CrNdist 	x
,M q
θr
2
, x M, r  Zn. (5.2.7)
We shall also use the fact that the exponential map is bi-Lipschitz with constants l
and L, say
lv  wx  d expx v, expx w  Lv  wx. (5.2.8)
The angle between the vectors vz and vgz is ϕj. We conduct the following estimate:
Let s denote the arclength of the arc of the circle of radius vz, which connects
the points vz and vgz. Then by the deﬁnition of the angle between these two points,
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 ϕj  
s
  vz   
. Clearly this arc of length s is longer than the straight line between
vz and vgz, i.e. s    vgz  vz  . Assume g  q
θr
2
 for some r  Zn. Using the
Diophantine assumption (5.2.7) we now get
 ϕj  
s
  vz  

  vgz  vz  
  vz  

1
L
dz, gz
  vz  

1
L
dz, gz
dz, x

1
L
dz, gz
distz	, F 

C
L
 r N .
This gives the inequalities
0 

C
L
 r N  ϕj  2π 
C
L
 r N 
 2π.
The right inequality is obtained by applying the same estimate to 2π  ϕj, thus
getting 2π  ϕj 
C
L
 r N or equivalently ϕj  2π 
C
L
 r N .
Returning to the expression (5.2.6), one ﬁrst calculates that
sinh
vj
2

iϕj
2
  cos
ϕj
2
 sinh
vj
2π
  i sin
ϕj
2
 cosh
vj
2
. (5.2.9)
We then use the fact that cosh  1, that for ζ  a  ib one has  ζ    b  and that
sinx  xπx
π
for 0 
 x 
 π, to get
 
 
 
 
sinh
v
2

iϕj
2

 
 
 
 
   sin
ϕj
2
  
ϕj
2
π 
ϕj
2

π

C
L
 g N
2
π  π 
C
L
 r  N
2

π

C2
L2
 r 2N
4π
.
This produces the bound
 
 
 
 
2 sinh
v
2

iϕj
2

 
 
 
 
1

2πL2 r 2N
C2
,
which in turn yields
Lemma 5.2.4.
  Pfg1   
 
2πL2 r 2N
C2
nk
where g  q θr
2
 for some r  Zn.
Suppose we are given smooth functions f0, . . . , f2k  C
M. Still working with
the local orthonormal frame v1, . . . , v2k, . . . , v2n	 around x  M
g, we may locally
express the 2k-degree term of f0df1  df2kAˆgPfg
1 restricted to Bgδxx
by
h dv  h dv1      dv2k (5.2.10)
for some h  CBgδxx, with
  h dv      f0      df1        df2k    C1 
 
2πL2 r 2N
C2
nk
.
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The exponential map expx provides coordinates y1, . . . , y2n for any y   Bδ xx
by y  expx
 2n
j1 yivjx, where
 2n
j1 yivjx   Bδ x0. For any z   B
g
δ xx
the coordinates are z1, . . . , z2k with z  expx
 2k
j1 zivjx, and
 2k
j1 zivjx  
Bgδ x0. Hence, in the local coordinates in B
g
δ xx, h is a function z1, . . . , z2k 
hz1, . . . , z2k. We recall that B
g
δ x0  TxM is a 2k-dimensional ball embedded in
the 2n-dimensional ball Bδ x0  TxM . Thus, in local coordinates, we may extend
h on Bgδ x0 to the function h¯ on Bδ x0 by putting
h¯a1, . . . , a2k, . . . , a2n  ha1, . . . , a2k, for
2n 
j1
ajvjx   Bδ x0,
and we may thus consider the 2n-form h¯ dv1  	 	 	  dv2n on Bδ xx.
We now want to compare the integrals of h and h¯. First we observe the following:
integration of the 2n-form on M using exponential coordinates provides a measure
μ1, while integration of the 2n-form on M using usual charts provides a measure
λ1. These measures are mutually absolutely continuous, and the Radon-Nikodym
derivative denoted b1 
dμ1
dλ1
is a smooth function on M . One carries out the same
considerations on M g: integration of the 2k-form on M g using exponential coordi-
nates provides a measure μ2, while integration of the 2k-form on M
g using usual
charts provides a measure λ2. But now we take the Radon-Nikodym derivative the
other way: b2 
dλ2
dμ2
. Let P be a parametrization of the domain of integration
Bδ x0, and let
R 

P
dv2k1 	 	 	 dv2n. (5.2.11)

Bg
δ x
 x

h
dv1  	 	 	  dv2k 

Bg
δ x
 0

b2h
dv
1 	 	 	 dv2k (5.2.12)
 

b2



Bg
δ x
 0

h
dv1 	 	 	 dv2k (5.2.13)
 

b2


1
R

Bδ x 0

h¯
dv1 	 	 	 dv2k 	 	 	 dv2n (5.2.14)
 

b2


1
R

Bδ x x

b1h¯
dv
1  	 	 	  dv2k  	 	 	  dv2n (5.2.15)
 

b2

 	 

b1

 	 

h

 	 λ1Bδ xx  

b2

 	 

b1

 	 

h

 	 volM. (5.2.16)
One uses

Mg
dλ2 

Mg
b2dμ2 to get (5.2.12). The passage from (5.2.13) to (5.2.14)
uses the fact that h¯ doesn’t depend on the last 2n  2k variables and hence the
introduction of the constant R. The passage from (5.2.14) to (5.2.15) then uses
M
dμ1 

M
b1dλ1.
We now arrive at the ﬁnal estimates. Let f0, . . . , f2k   C
M be given. Then
we want to estimate


Mg
f0df1  	 	 	  df2k  Aˆg  Pfg
1
 .
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We work with the open cover  Bgδ xxxMg ofM
g, and take a subordinate partition
of unity  ψxxMg . By the compactness of M
g one extracts the ﬁnite subcover
Bgδ1x1, . . . , B
g
δp
xp
with corresponding partition of unity functions ψ1, . . . , ψp, for certain xi  M
g,
i  1, . . . p. Then
 
Mg
f0df1      df2k  Aˆg  Pfg
1 
p 
j1

Bgδj
 xj
ψjhjdv
1,j      dv2k,j
where hj is the local expression as in (5.2.10) over the neighborhood B
g
δj
xj, for
which we denote by v1,j, . . . v2k,j, . . . , v2n,j the local orthonormal frame and by
dv1,j, . . . , dv2k,j, . . . , dv2n,j
the corresponding dual frame. Here it will be implicit that 2k  2kj is the
dimension of the connected component to which Bgδjxj belongs (i.e. k depends on
j), though the j will be suppressed. As before we also extend the ψj on B
g
δj
x to
ψ¯j on Bδjx, and moreover we know that ψj 	 1. As in (5.2.11) we get constants
Rj, j  1, . . . , p. Each Rj depends on the radius δj and on the dimension of the
connected component of M g which contains xj. The δj depends only on the local
topology of M , as it was taken to ensure local diﬀeomorphism property of exp and
geodesic convexity. And there are only ﬁnitely many possibilities for the dimensions
of the connected components, i.e. 1 	 dimconn.comp. 	 dimM. Hence the
constants Rj do not depend on the element g, and moreover we can ﬁnd the smallest
and largest constants among the Rj, denoting them R and S respectively. Then one
calculates


Mg
f0df1      df2k  Aˆg  Pfg
1
 

p 
j1

Bgδj
 xj
ψjhj dv
1,j      dv2k,j

	
1
R


h

  vol

pj1Bδj0

	
1
R


h

volM

1
R


f0

  

df1

    

df2k

  C1 

2πL2
r
2N
C2
nk
 volM.
We summarize the discussion in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.5. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with an action of Tn.
Assume the action satisﬁes the Diophantine property: there exists C  0 and N  N
such that dq θr
2
x, x  C
r
Ndist x,M q 
θr
2
, for x  M , r  Zn. Then there
exist constants R  0 and C1  0 such that for any g  q
θr
2
  Tn (r  Zn)


Mg
f0df1      df2k  Aˆg  Pfg
1

	
1
R


f0

  

df1

    

df2k

  C1 

2πL2
r
2N
C2
nk
 volM.
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Now that we have an estimate on the integral, we may consider a dense *-
subalgebra of C  M consisting of functions which satisfy an appropriate growth
condition, e.g. those f  C  for which
 
r Zn fr 1r
2k  . For such elements
we can, under the assumption of the Diophantine condition, conclude that the series
1
k! 2πi
k
2
 
r0,...,rk
Cr1,...,rk

Mgr0,...,rk
f0,r0 df1,r1  	 	 	  dfk,rk  ωr0,...,rk
of Theorem 5.1.4 is indeed a convergent series.
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